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A brochure that outl ines parki ng
regulations, permits, penalties,
and payments is available in the'
parking control office in Room 118
of the Administration Building.
The management of Boise State
Reserved parking spaces sell for
University's campus parking is
$35 for the year. .Parklnq in
new, but the complaints are not.
someone else's reserved space
"It seems I have to leave ten
carries a $7.50 fine. A map that
minutes earlier each semester just
details available parking spaces on
to find a parking space," a junior
campus may offer tips to' frusMarketing major said.
trated drivers in search of a place
"The parking situation is rotten,
to park.
but what can you do?" a sophoParking decals may be purmore asked.
chased for $5.00. When placed on
When the city failed to renew its
contract with. the university last . the left rear bumper, the decals
gucu:anteetlcket-free parking in
year, the management of BSU's
selected areas.
parking was put up for bid.
Cecilia Kelly, who works in the
That bid was won by Diamond
parking control office, said the
Parking Inc. Diamond assumed
worst part of her job is having to
management of campus parking
tell people that their tickets can't
on May.15. The city continues to
be excused.
police its own streets, including
"I'd rather tear up their tickets
University Drive.
and go fishing," she said.
Under the terms of the parking
contract, Diamond is paid a
straight fee for its management'
services, regardless of the number
of tickets issued.
'
Contrary to popular belief,
Diamond does not get a kickback
by Francie Trail
out of the fines paid.
Arbiter Staff
According to Parking Control
Supervisor,
Patrick
Teter,
The number of bicycle thefts on
Diamond was hired to "enforce
the Boise State University campus
the parl<ingprogram
that the
is on the rise, accordlnqto Officer
university had established."
Craig Huntsman of the Boise
An unpopular practice known as
Police Department.
"piling on" (the issuance of two or
Huntsman, a specialist with the
more tickets during the time a car
Crime Prevention Unit, said the
is parked in a single space) was
number of bike thefts at BSU is
not a policy of Diamond's but of
"up considerably" over last year.
the university, Teter said.
•'There has been a rash of bike
He said "piling on" should
thefts in Boise," he said.
only occur when a car is illegally
By August 1979, there were 491
parked in a time-limit parking
bikes reported stolen throughout ,
zone.
the city. By the end of August
Tickets may accumulate on a car
1980 716 bikes were reported'
that overstays that limit In accorstolen.
.
dance with the length of time the
Huntsman said the unlverslty
car remains in that same space.
reporting district, bordered by the
MUltiple tickets should not be
Boise River, the edge of Ann
given for other types of parking
Morrison Park, Broadway .arid
infractions where length of time is
Rossi, has the highest incidence of
not a factor, Teter said.
bike theft of any area ofthe city.
BSU's campus
claims
a
Throughout
the
summer
maximum of 7000 parking spaces.
months, 42 bikes were stolen in
Currently, a number of those are
the university district, Huntsman
rendered useless due to space
said.
required for the construction of the
Students expressed dismay over
pavilion.
,
their tnabllltyto retrieve the stolen
Teter acknowledg~ that there is
bikes.
a parking shortaqe.
One student (who did not wish
"There is only so much space,"
to be identified), said he left his
Teter said; "Until more money is
bike unchained for 20 minutes last
made available to expand parking
spring. .When he returned, the'
and as long as enrollment conbike was gone.
tinues to go up,parking is going to
"I always kept the bike chained,
be a problem."
.
but that onetime IdidR-'t" he said.
by Laurie Johnston
Arbiter Staff
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Even in the crowded city, there lies hidden serenity.
Railroad stat/on, at the head of busy capitol Boulevard:
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The student said that although
the bike was registered with the
city, when he reported the bike
missing, officials didn't have his
on file anymore.
"The cops took a report and that
was it," he said. "I never saw it
[the bike] again.
.
Huntsman said that in order for
the police to locate the stolen bike,
and to return it to its rightful
owner, the owner must have some
way to identify the bike .
The department
needs the
model, make, color, and serial
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This scene Is found below the 'Union Pacific
Photo. by Dick SCIOy

'number of the bike.
Since many current models do
not have serial numbers engraved
on them, police officers suggest
that owners engrave their social
security numbers on the bike.
Any other form of Identification,
such as unusual scratches, is
helpful.
_
Huntsman said the police routinely "check out" bikes that
resemble those reported stolen.
The' city has a bike locker to
store stolen bikes. it is open from
12:30pm
to
1prn
every

o chin Results

(CPS)-- The controversy over
how much "coaching" can help a
student score higher on standardized tests escalated again last
week with the' release of an
Educational Testing Service (ETS)
: study Which claims coaching
doesn't help much,
ETS, Which helps administer the
SCholastic Aptitude Tests (SATs),
found that short-term preparatory
courses don't dramatically Improve scores. ETS Vice President
Rex JackSCl'n
concludes only exten: .
slve, long-range Instruction can
make a sharp difference in scores.
••A few hours or a few weeks of
learning the format and some of
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t

Wednesday.
According to a spokesperson for
the Property Department, the city
is required to hold recovered bikes
for a minimum of 6 months.
The minimal amount of time the
locker is open is a direct result of
the 1 percent initiative, she said.
Auctions to sell the bikes are
held twice a year.
Advertisements for the auction
are placed in the legal notices of
the Idaho Statesman for 5 to 10
days, and flyers are posted in
public buildings.
II
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similar conclusions.
the answers," Jackson says, "can
Douqlas Porter, a Harvard
not make up for years of low and
psychologist, and Warner Slack
poor instruction."
agree with ETS that "cramming"
But Jackson's study, published
-a faw hours of study before the
in the currentIssue of the Harvard
exam-won't make a difference In
Educational Review, conflicts with
the scores.
other recent research into the
But the dispute crops up when
Issue.
the test-training time is extended
The Federal Trade Commission,
to several weeks of intense prepain anow-famous 1976study, found
ration.
Porter and Slack Insist
coaching could Improve scores by
that, in some schools, preparation
20 to 30 points. Last July the
improved results by as many as 30
National Education .Association
points.
repeated the FrO study, and
Jackson, however, argues that
concluded coached students can
significantly improve their scores , only long-range preparation' prothe second ti me they take the SAT. duces significant improvement in
CONTINUED
TO PAGE 2
, - A Harvard experiment reached
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'SaveS50n
new'GfE
'halogen
,headlamps!
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by Don Barclay
, Arbiter Editor

Editor
Don.Barclay

The Arbiter
talked about
nuclear power with Dr. Loren'
Carter, Associate professor of
Chemistry at BSU. While Dr.
Carter makes It clear that he Is not
an expert In Nuclear Power, he has
worked at the Arco nuclear power
generating site In southern Idaho
and Is well read on the subject.

Business and Advertising
Brad Martin, Manager
Gathy Clarkson, R~tlonlst
David Muska, Bookkeeper

Give your
car the gift
of sight - and save!

News

GE Power Plus™ headlights
burn brighter so you can see
farther on high beam. 25%
farther than with ordinary
sealed-beam headlights.
Easy to Install - no special
wiring needed.
Use a direct replacement for
any standard headlight.
Buy two now and get $5
rebate!

Marianne Flagg, Editor

Sports
Bud Humphrey, Editor

Entertainment and Calendar

Arbiter-What's
your general
stance on nuclear power?
Garter-Well, I'm a bit ambivalent about it. Nuclear power, of
course, has been shown to be
dangerous, we all know that, but
, with the energy situation the way
It is I don't think we. have any
choice at the moment. As I see it
it's the only short-term power that
we have that can take the gap;-by
that I mean within the 'next 50
years or so. I don't think that we
,are going to be able to rely on
petrol-chemical products and I
don't think that In the next 50
years things like fusion power are
going to be practical; 'if they
developed fusion power today It
wouldn't be on the line for 50
years and I can't see that wind
power or solar power can take the
brunt in the next few years, maybe
someday, but not now. So as far
as nuclear power Is concerned, I'd
like to see stringent safeguards;
after alii have to live here just like
anybody else, but I think we're
,going to have to go to, nuclear
power and then when we develop
something better dismantle the
thing.

You Know You 're Rlgh~AibJlEJ

Chris Eynon, Editor
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The University Arbiter is pUblished weekly by students of
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and
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Friday.
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Al'biter-What do you think is
nuclear power's greatest drawback?

Application Deadline
For Winter term
Enrollment isOct.1,1980

Carter--Well,
probably the
safety angle; at least In the
public'S mind. Also, I expect It's
going to be quite a bit more
expensive, but expense doesn't
mean anything if you're talking
about safety and probably the
safety angle is it's biggest drawback.

BSU STUDIES ABROAD
Applications & Information
LA 212

Arbiter- There has been a lot of
talk about waste disposal problem
here In Idaho. I think a lot of
people don't understand the magnitude of that problem; what
length of time are we talking about
. In waste disposal and what kind of
problems come out of It?
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G8rter.:..Well, you get 2 or 3
different problems with nuclear
waste disposal ,because you're
talking about 2 or 3 different
", • things. Most of the nuclear waste
that Is generated in Idaho" at the
:-Arco site, is fairly short lived, by
that I mean 30 years or so arid we
•,
can store that successfully. It may
be not the best situation but we
can store it and decontaminate It.
They've got a pretty good set-up
''ffi
over there, they dry It down into a
powder and then they bury the
"" powder in concrete vaults. The
idea is that In 30 years or so when
,
! Its cool enough they'll take It back
out. The problem with what they
call a trans-uranlc, plutomlum and
things beyond It In the periodic
table.ls, a <llfferent story because
_ now you're talking about millions
, of years, In some cases, before It's
safe enough to handle. As far as
Idaho is concerned Arco generates
very little of that stuff and they do
store what they do have on site,
but Its not quality radio-active so
they simply bury It in steel boxes
'j,.
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and stuff, and actually each one of
these Is not very potent" you can
pick It up and you'd only get a
minor amount. I really don't know
what to do wIth the trans-uranlcs
from someploce else. Maybe the
,-best placeto store it Is here, I
don't know. I certainl~ would
want to be absolutely convinced
that this Is the only place- they
could dolt becausethis stuff needs
long term storage, maybe the best
way to do that Is in someof the salt
formations or. the salt caves that
they're talking about down in
South West where you're a long
way from the water table.
Arbiter- It's possible, isri't It,
and It's an especially big problem now, that there are more
and more countries who are getting nuclear reactors, to build an
atomic' weapon from waste from a
nuclear plant?
Carter--We!l
it's probably
possible, but It's going to take a
very high level of technology to
separate the ... if you're going to
make a bomb out of uranium you
have to use uranium 235 ... to
separate that from the other stuff
Is a horrendous job; after all we
had the whole Manhattan project
to simply do that.
While the
methods are not particularly classified now, it stili takes an awful
lot of technology to separate it,
and once you get the uranium or
the plutonh.imor whatever you're
going to make the bomb out of, It
takes an awful lot of technology
just to put It together. While I'm
not convinced that Its Impossible
for some dissident group, for
instance, to get a hold of enough
plutonium to make a bomb or
something like that, I'm not sure
that they could put together the
technology to do It. I might just
point out that Israel doesn't have
the bomb but they certainly have
the uranium and the plutonium
to make one. Also Egypt, Syria,
and some of those places over
there'd use a bomb if they had It,
so I don't think they have it. If
those countries can't make a bomb
I can't see that some dissident
group could do it. Certalnly I think
it's been shown that there Is
enough' plutonium 'missing to
make a bomb, however.
Arbiter-You don't think anyone
could build one In their basement?
Garter-Weill wouldn't say they
absolutely couldn't but I don't
think they could. Now I'm not
saying that somebody can't go to
the library and dig out all the
specifications to build one and
write a paper showing how to build

a bomb, but putting It on paper
and building one that will explode
are two different things. It's been
proven that a guy can do that as
far
putting it on paper. It's
been done several times.

as

Arbiter:"What would you say
are the big advantages of nuclear
power ... the one thing you would
-see that Is really favorable towards
it?
Garter-Well, of course, it's a
long-term sort of thing compared
to 011 or things like that. If you get
a nuclear reactor running you can
run it for 2 or 3 years without
shutting it down. But really, there
aren't so many- advantages; it
appears to be, about the only
choice we have, not because it's
advantageous, but, well I guess
with oil prices going up it's going
to be cheaper than 011 and I
suppose that's an advantage, but
it's got dangers Inherent with It
that aren't the same with otherscoal-fire plants have dangers, the
air pollution with a coal-fire plant
Is much worse than the air
pollution from a nuclear plant.
Now that wouldn't be true, of
course, If the thing had a major
break, but even with everything
that went wrong at 3-mile Island
they released less radio-activity
than Mt. St. Helens by several
hundred times.
And they did
everything possible wrong as far
I could tell. Of course I'm not
privy to Information" so, I think
something like 3-mlle island is,
rather than a condemnation of the
nuclear industry. an argument for
It, because they dld everything
wrong and they still didn't do
much harm, but I wouldn't like to
see that situation exist again
because there are possibilities for
danger. The only advantages for
nuclear power is that wf3can do it
and we have lt., Now I must admit
there Isn't enough uranium ,235
around to run very long. We're
going to have to rely on things like
plutonium.

as

Arbiter-Plutonium
gerous?

Is more dan-

Garter-Well' not really, not
really. It's slightly more active
than urarilum 235, but not enough
to worry about. It's poisonous, but
then so Is arsenic. It's poisonous
In the sarne manner. It's more
dangerous than uranium 238
simply because you can make a
bomb out of it and you can't with
uranium 238. But under proper
conditions I think it can be handled.
I think there's a lot of scare about
CONTINUED

TO PAGE
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FROM PAGE'I
instructional course.
the final scores. _
Porter and Slack define snort"Porter and Slack do not have
term course as anywhere from 10
any evidence of where a shortto 24 hours of study.
term course had a positive effect, "
,Jackson
defines "short-term"
Jackson charges.
as less than 10 hours of training.
But Porter says his findings are
The studies also differ on how
clear evidence that some types of
falr those standardized tests are.
short-term Instruction can raise
Jackson contends the SATs are
students' scores by some 25 points
accurate representations of a stuIn the verbal sectlon,of the exam,
dent's academic abilities. porter
and 30 points In the/math section.
and Slack argue the tests are
"We found out that students In
unfair because underprivileged
six weekly two-hour sessions (of .students cannot affort coaching,
Instruction) and 'In 12 weekly
and therefore score lower.
two-hour sessionsdid much better
"The SATs should be done
after they had taken the courses "
away with,"
Porter asserts..
Porter Says.
'
. "They're unfalr, and achievement
, The crux of the disagreement
tests and ,grade point averages a~e
seems to lie in the definition of
better Indications of the acadermc
what constitutes a short-term
Intelligence of students."

CONTINUED
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KBSU, the FM radio station that '
broadcasts from the Boise State
University campus, Is going to be
expanding to a level of 3000 watts
transmitting power in the near
future.
'.,
The station's General Manager,
Tom Irons, said that all of the
broadcasting equipment located
on the station's site on Table Rock'
Is ready to go Into operation.
Irons said their lawyer In WashInglon tell them that "It. Is Just a
matter of time before the FCC
gives the go ahead for a specific,
date."
'
As the station's General Manager, Irons was responsible for
drawing up and submitting the 415
page application for watt expansion to the FCC.
Irons has been with the station
since it first went on the air. He

In

start~ o~
an announcer and
then worked his way "up through
the ranks" to certain key personnel· positions before becoming
general manager.
.
In. addition to his position at
KBSU, he Is a full,tlme student at
BStJ, working on a. Master's
Degree,in public administration.
olrons is very proud of the
growing 'popularity of KBSU and
he Is excited about the new
programming format that has
been In use since september 1.
With the watt expansion KBSU
will move from Its current status of
'a Class D station to a Class 'A
rating.
Since Septe'mbsr1st, the station
has been airing the format, which
includes all of the FCC requirements for a 3000 watt station.
In order to comply KBSU must
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and a polley manual IS. being , ;tlons," he said. "We are a very
haVea certain amount of air time
.'.'
viable alternative." .
devoted to public affairs and "reviSed.
Unofficial surveys of the FM
"The students at BSU should be
educational programming.
proud of our endeavors because
Several new public affairs shows listeners in the Boise area have
slotted KBSU as the #4 rated
weare part of their campus," he
have been added. These Include
station. This would indicate that
said.
programs that are of International
there are from 20,000-25,000 lisIrons said he has been pleased
and national interest, In addition
teners tuned Into KBSU per day.
with the support the station has
to local productions that' focus on
"We are the public radio equlreceived from the ASBSU Senate
problems and Issues centered in
and from Student Body President
the Treasure Valley and Idaho valent to public television in the
Treasure Valley." Irons said.
Sally Thomas.
area.
•
"Just as KAI D, Channel 4, Is
"They have, always given' us
There are nearly 100 employees
Important to the television viewer,
every opportunity for growing and
and staff members at KBSU at the
are important to the radio
have helped in our leap from being
present time. Because the station
a small campus station with 10
is on the all'.24 hours a day, seven tlstener."
"We offer an educational and
watts of power to a strong commu-:
days a week, there are about 4~
musical experience," Irons stresnlty station with 3000 watts," he
people who are announcers and
ses, "not the same playlist that is
said.
disc jockeys.
broadcast by the majority of the
The balance of ,theslaffers are
Next week. a closer look at the,
commercial stations.
involved In news writing, productnew public affairs programming
"Instead of Top 40, we offer a
tlon, engineering and operational
and the musical variety that KBSU
wide variety of rock, country and
activities. All the employ& job
has to offer the Boise area.
western, jazz and classical selecdescrtptlons are now being written

we
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plutonium and I really don't
understand why everybody considers it so horribly dangerous
because there are a lot of other
things that are just as dangerous,
a lot of other nuclear situations.

Traffic is Problem at BSU
the near future.
(UA)-Officers of the Boise Police
Another frequent complaint of
Department will be carefully moofficers and pedestrians is the
nitoring streets around Boise State
failure of many motorists on
Universify for specific moving
campus to yield the right-Qf-way to
violations by motorists in the next
pedestrians in cross-walks.
few weeks.
lV1otorists.are raqulred.tc come
lV1otorists have been, spotted
to a complete stop a the crosswalk
making u-turns at the stop Iight' at
as soon as a pedestrian has
capitol Boulevard and University
stepped into a cross-walk and
Boulevard.
indicated his intension to cross the
According to one pollee officer,
street, the officer said.
.'students who are coming down
Many BSU motorists, according
capitol Boulevard towards BSU,
to the officer, have been zooming
are making u-turns to get to the
through the cross-walks while
_ towers parl<ing lot, rather than
'. pedestrians are In the process of
going around the Ramada Inn, and
crossing the street.
that's illegal."
The fine for failure to yield to a
The current fine tor commlting
pedestrian Is $35.
Illegal u-turns Is $25, but the l;lty
Jay-walking is another traffic
Is considering raising it to $35 In
violation officers will be looking
for.
University Boulevard is a tnrustreet. and it is illegal to cross It
outside a cross-walk.
We fine for jay-walking Is $15.

freshmen can't
fill New Demand

(CPS)-Become an accounting
major.
That's the advice implicit In a
new report on job prospects by the
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AICPA).
The Institute predicts that demand for accountants, auditors
• and CPAs-which is already strong
-will be even stronger when thls.
fall's freshman class graduates In
1984.
CPA firms, according to the
AICPA, will hire some 32 percent
of ihe accounting majors who
graduate in 1984, a three percent
rise over 1979 hiring levels.
The AICPA, Inlts]ust-released
survey. of job prospects, further
suggests that students go on for
graduate accounting degrees. It
expects that $ percent of the
students with masters degrees will
be hired In 1984, compared to
just 28 percent of the students
with baCcalaureatedegrees; ,
And more of them will be
worrien. The AICPA says that, by .
1984 women will comprise 39
perrent of the students getting
accounting degrees.
Job proSpects for accountllf\ts
typically Improve during bad
«:onomlc times, lNtIen private
businesses
are more
cost

~.

Arbiter-I've heard about someone in Arizona at the University of
Arizona who claims he's working
on a method that will make nuclear
waste safe in a short period. Have
you heard Ofthat?

tions have more than doubled.
There are problems but I think
properly handled and properly
designed a nuclear reactor. could
be safe. Now there's no such
thing as absolute safety. You can
not guarantee 100% that nothing's
ever going, to happen-with anything.
I can't guarantee 100%
that when I get in and turn the key
on, my car is not going to explode,
but I'm relatively sure it's not. I
think we can, at this point, design
reactors and run reactors that will
be safe within whatever limits we

Carter-I've read the original
report, I guess it was in the paper, '
I have no idea how you do it .. It'd
be great if he could-solve all of
our problems. If It were comIng
from most people I'd say it was a
bunch of balderdash, but this guy
has a pretty good reputation. He's
not a kook, he's a legitimate
scientist; he's got a good reputation for competent IAlQrk-1 just
don't know-I just have no Idea-it
would be great If he could do It.
Arbiter-Would
you live next
door to a nuclear reactor?
carter-Well,
I have, for two
years I essentially lived In Idaho
FailS and I worked out at the site
for .2 years and they tell me that
things have cnanqed 'since I was
out there. I still have 3 uncles who
work out there and safety regula-

want to set up to 100%. The
question is do we want to pay for it
because It's going to cost and
energy Is going to cost more so
really we don't have much choice.
If we don't go to nuclear power I
don't know what we're going to do
in the meantime.
Perhaps
situation now is to actually set
them in the desert away from
cities-I really wouldn't want one
in a large metropolitan area Just
because of things like 3-Mile
Island, but set In the proper places
we
probably handle it.

can
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of the 84, but were chosen on the
campus Digest News Service
basis. of their size, location and
Eighty four colleges face invesathletic programs.
tigation by the Office for Civil
Investigators from the Office of
Rights concerning 124 complaints
of sex bias in intercollegiate
Civil Rights are currently under. going training sessions on how to
sports.
Title IX of the Education
handle and tnvestlgate
the
Amendments of 1972 bars sex bias
charges. The complaints include
in federally assisted education
the number of scholarships being
programs.
offered women as compared to
Eight institutions have been
men, unequal access to facilities.
notified that they will be investiunequal pay for women's and
gated first. Those colleges are:
men'scoaches, and discrimination
the Universities
of Akron,
in the budgets of men's and
Bridgeport, Hawail, Kansas and
women's sports.
Michigan and Cornell, Oklahoma
The Office of Civil Rights hopes
State and Washington
State
to have all the complaints investi.Universities. These colleges were
gated by next summer.
.not neressarllv the worst offenders
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Any full-time student in good
academic standing is eligible and
encouraged to get involved In
. BSU's forensics program, according to Dr. Suzanne McCorkle,
Assistant Professor of Oornmunl- .
cation and head of the Oomrnunlcation Activities Program.
The program offers three areas
of involvement:
team debate
individual speech, and oral interpretation competitions.
The national debate topic for
this school year is the resolution
that the United States should
significantly Increase Its foreign
military commitment. Team mem-·
bars do intensive research and
prepare to support both sides of
the issue.
Tr~ltlonally,
debate was an
activny for those entering a law
career because It develops skills of
critical thinking but others are
finding it helpful, McCorkle said.
Forensics develops communication and social skills that help in
any occupation, she said.
.Chris Ridinger, a BSU student,
is involved in speech competition
and is looking toward a career In
public relations.
.. Public
speaking
teaches
sportsmanship and baste communication skills," said ridenger.
"It has been the most important
part of my education."
Cindy Hinton, a senior majoring
in o>mmunication,said
the experience she receives in competitive speech is necessary for her to
succeed In graduate school.
Hinton said she intends to
pursue a career as a professor in
O>mmunlcation.
For the student who has no

professional alms in debate or
speech, . "experience In public
address, getting skills to get a job,
and the opportunity to write,
organize, and research"
are
valuable to students in everyday
life, Hinton said.

If a student Is interested in the.
forensics program he begins by
enrolling In the o>mmunlcatlons
Activities class offered by the
O>mmunlcations Department or
by setting up. individual' coaching
appointments with Dr. McQ>rkie.
" To prepare for speech competition, the student researches,
orqantzes, outlines, and writes his
speech.
The student begins by developing one step and improving on It
with Dr. McCorkles's suggestions
in. private coaching sessions.
Delivery of the speech is the
.next step in planning a debate
argument.
Students first practice speaking
"to the air," then to a video-tape
machine,
and to whatever
audiences can be found.
Finally, with Dr. McO>rkle's
approval, the student will be
placed in a tournament at his
ability level.,
In a tournament, the competitor
performs three times with different contestants and judges each
time.
"There is no devastation," said
McO>rkle. "The Northwest region in which we compete is a
nice, polite region."
"There is good, constructive
interaction," she said.
The best three debators are
chosen from the eighteen contes-
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Two days with
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. tants In" a tournament and they
receive trophies.
.
The team that accumulates the
most points receives the overall
sweepstakes award.
BSU won the Idaho Sweepstakes
in the 1979-80 school year, Including many individual awards.
Summirigup BSU's past record,
McCorkle said, "we do okay for a
small school."
McCorkle said she is unsure
how the BSUcornpetitors will fare
this year because of the unknown
competition, but she Is hopeful.
"The team Is very involved and
is becoming skillful," she said.
,. But we would love to have twenty
rrore people involved in the program."

ShirtShows Status
(Campus Digest News Service)
Wearing a green surgiCal shirt
has become a status symbol on
some campuses. When a student
wears a shirt it implies that he is a
medical student or knows someone
who can steal one for him.

.Music Aids labor
(Campus Digest News Service)
Mothers can now listen to the
sounds of Barry Manilow, Stevie
Wonder or Hank Williams, Jr. as
they give birth at the University of
Kansas Medical Center.
The
women can choose in advance
what type of music they would like
to listen to during childbirth.
Hospital officials say that the
music is part of .a relaxation
program that seems to ease labor.
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Ivy League Selects the Wealthy
Campus Digest News Service
Remember the myth of the
self-made man-he pulled himself
up by the boot straps and through
hard work and perseverance made
a name for himself?
Today the Horatio Algers of the
world may discover that It is
harder to attain their goal. If their
course of self-improyement means
recelvlnq an Ivy League college
education, there could be road-'
blocks. .
"
Admission offlcers at prestl-·
glous colleges say that most of
their students come from affluent
high schools, even with financial
aid' programs and expandedrecrultment
of public
school
students.
Private preparatory schools supplied 24 percent of last year's
freshmen at the nation's mostselective colleges.
Parochial
schools provided another 7 per'cent, according to a survey taken
by the University of Califo.rnia in
Los Angeles.
. For-the survey UCLA considered "most selective" schools to
be those where student scholastic
aptitude test scores average 1,175
or above In math and verbal skills
combined.
Public universities
require at least 1,100.
In the 60s, a greater percentage
of public school students attended
highly cor;npetitive colleges as
national enrollments in publlc
schools climbed by 9 million.
But the trend of the 60s has
balanced out with a smaller
percentage of publlc school students going to prestige schools.
For example, at the University of
Chicago the share of public school

yet

the private California Institute
enrollment has decreased from 85
of Technology, which' has the
percent in 1961 to 69 percent of
highest average test scores In the
freshmen enrollment this fall.
nation, draws 17.5 percent from
Educators are qulck to say that
attendance at exclusive schools . private schools.
Even though educators may
does not guarantee
lifetime
insist that attending a prestigious
success. They also say that there
are excellent public and private • school does not guarantee success,
statistics show that these 'Instituuniversities.
which
provide
avenues for those not accepted tlons stull turn out a disproportionate share of the nation's
Into prestigious schools.
bankers, managers, lawyers, poliThe selective institutions enticians
and' opinion makers.
rolled only a small proportion of'
Economic and family backqround
last year's freshmen, 86 percent'of
whom came froi=ll public schools.. Still appear to be an Important
Iowa state which Is ranked as one . foctor In being admitted to an
of the most selective public unlver- , exclusive school, despite efforts by
the colleges .to broaden their
sltles, draws only 7 percent of its
enrollment base.
students from non-public schools.
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may have to wait. .
Washington, D.C. (CPS)-UnThe reason is that the 1980
less Congress moves quickly to
pass a $40 million supplemental , budget ceiling has already been
reached. Unless Qongressvotes to
appropriations bill, thousands of
fund the programs with an addlveterans will not. get their
tlonal $40 million, many veterans
education aid checks on time,
could be severely affected.
Veterans Administration officials
"If you extend the delay beyond
warned recently.
a month, it will take a major toll,"
Any delay in payment would
warned Dallas Martin, executive
affect nearty 128,000 veterans who
director
of
the
National
registered for. behefits under the
Association of Student Financial
GI Bill since August 28. While
Aid Administrators.
those who have been regularly
"People have to continue to eat
receiving payments should not
and pay their rent," he explained.
experience ary delays, vets who . "Many are on limited, tight
have j~ registered since August
budgets, and have already made
(financial) commitments."
28 an~o
expected .the usual
"I suspect that a fair number
month's advance payment, paywill have to drop out, at least for a
ment for classes already taken, or
shan time."
.. money for work-study programs

Full-featured scientific calculator with
3-I(ey Independent memory system
III 10-digit liquid crystal display.
c 3-key independent memory;
[lane-touch
percent and square root keys.
tl Automatic Power-Off (A.P.O.) prolongs
battery life.
a Performs hyperbolics, polar coordinates.
time conversions.
I:l 3 levels of parenthesesl4 pending
operations.
Ell Includes wallet case and batteries.
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(CPS)-Ian Kennedy Is out of a job.
like Genentech," he observes.
The University of California-san
Genex Corp. of Rockville, Md.,
Diego biologist resigned under fire
for example, now employs 50
for allegedly cloning a virus that , people, "nearly half of whom are
was, at the time, beyond the pale PhDs, " says the company's Ardith
of federal guidelines. But he Myers,
'
shouldn't be out of a Job for long.
Entry-level salaries for "postFor between recent scientific
docs and recent post-docs" are
breakthroughs In genetic engi- $20,000-30,000, she says, while
neering and recent legal break- • "technicians," who: have college
throughs In commercially exploitbcK:kgroundsin blq,logyor chernlsIng the "new life forms," a try, can expect to start between
nealthy new job market In the field
$13,000 and $18,000.
has opened up. But the neonate
Ell Lilly, another big employer
industry Is having trouble convinin the field,'promotes from within,
cing students the job market Is for
says'Russell Durbin, a company
real.
spokesman.'
,
"We're basically sitting and
"If a person just wants a
wondering where all the coltege hands-on technician job," he advigraduates are,"
reports Jim
ses Jim Craig of Bethesda ReCraig, researcher and quality consearch, "he'd be best off getting
trol manager at Bethesda Re- as much biochemistry as he can. If
search Labs. a supplier of gene you can show some competence
splicing paraphernalia.
and Sciencebackground, you have
"I have several slots in my lab,"
a good chance at a job. ','
he sfghs, "and I can't fill them."
The job market, moreover, is
Gary Sojka, chairman of the
likely to stay open 'for quite a
biology department' at Indiana
while, since enrollment in bloloov
University, notes a simi liar lack of courses hasn't increased to meet
student interest. "The biology
the grOWing demand. It probably
department hasn't picked up In
won't Increase in the future, at
enrollments, but we have in terms
least in absolute terms.
of interest, In the press and the
"All this genetic engineering is
public,"
coming in the face of a national
He adds, "But we sure don't
drop In the number of 18-year
see undergraduates beating down
olds," notes Indiana's Sojka. But,
the doors. They're still going to
he predicts enroilmenl will inbusiness school."
crease In relative terms.
Yet some of the new companies
Still, preoannq for a career in
that have jumped on the accelerat- genetic engineering can be diffiing biotechnology bandwagoncult because, as Craig concedes,
firms
like
Cetus,
Genex,
schoolsgenerally don't offer direct
Genentech, and Blogen-are betraining in recombinant DNA techgining to erasf the glut of PhDs in
nology. If none is avalaible, Craig
biochemistry and related fields,
recommends
that
"students
according to Indiana geneticist
should take some molecular bioloThomas Kaufman.
gy courses, with some experi"People with post-doctoral ex- ments related to - recombinant
perience haven't been able to find
DNA. " He suggests that juniors
jobs. They're now going to places and seniors join a faculty mem-

s
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bar's research group that may be
cells, extracting molecules from
teaching assistantships. Postdocinvolved in recombinant DNA
cells, and analyzing them by
toral experience involves a miniwork.
biochemical means." He adds that
mum of one year.
, Future gene splicers can also
students do not usually do. the
Bethesda' Research Labs says
pursue
valuable
experience
actual genespliclng, butwork with
Ws not enough to come into the
tbrough the National Science the tools' and products of the
business end of the Industry with
Foundation's Undergraduate Re- technology.
.
justa Misters In Business Admisearch Participation Projects. NSF,
But majoring in biology or
nistration (MBA), even from HarPragram Manager Max Ward says 'chemistry, even 'getting lab ex.the projects give college juniors
pertences, wil only qualify an' vard. "Decisions require some
technical 'expertise," Craig says.
the chance to join a research team . undergraduate for a technician's
"It's a tough position, reqUiring a
that uses the technology.
job. "You're best chance to carry
Walter Saurbier, head of the
out research is to have a PhD and _science background and business
experience. "
NSF program at the University of
postdoctoral experience," Craig
Genex's Myers agrees, noting
Minnesota, cautions that', actual
counsels.
'
that "our, newly-hlred vice presigene splicing is only a part of the
Getting a PhD In biology, chemmuch larger panorama of biotechdent has a degree in biology and
hology.
istry or a related field usually
an MBA." Otherwise, "we expect
"Recombinant DNA technology
takes four to five years of full-time
our staff to double by March. In 10
is only one technological aspect,"
graduate work. Such study is, to 12 years, we expect to increase
he explains. "The rest is groWing
usually subsidized by research or
spectactularly."
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BOISE-Governor John Evans jobs because energy conservation
said Monday that energy conser- creates capital for industries and
vation is working in Idaho, "in
business," he said.
spite of a lot of misconceptions and
With
conservation,
fewer
concerns."
dollars are going to energy costs
Evans expressed his views at a and, therefore, can go into purmanagement
and education
chases, expansion and wages."
seminar attended 'by representaEvans said conservation is not
tives of utilities which dlstrtbute
the only solution to the energy
energy.
crisis, but may "buy us the time to
, The utilities are undertaking a
sort out the decisions we face In
program, mandated by federal
choosing from the conventional
law, to promote conservation of
energy sourceswe have available
energy in the homes.
and to determine the economic
Evans said that concerns of
and technological feasibility of the
business that energy conservation
many renewable resources that
will cost jobs and also will result in
may help meet the future' energy
a no-growth policy are ','old , needs of this country."
saws."
.
The utilities have an assignment
"Nothing could be further from
similar to the one the states faced
the truth and, indeed, the reverse
when a few years ago they were
is true," Evans said.
required to develop and imple"Energy conservation makes ment energy conservation plans,
Evans said.
"The first major problem we
face, and you may well face,"
Evans told the utilities, "Is identi-

t sJ

fying and bringing on board
capable, trained, staff who have
some knowledge of both the
technologies Involved and the
need for energy conservation and
renewable resource development,"
Evans said the plans the state
developed "reflect the needs of
the people of Idaho.
" Your administration of the residential conservation service program will reflect the further needs
of those same people--our taxpayers and your customers."
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(CPS)-Just a few years ago, . thus diseases, that medicine won't
"genetic engineering" brought to
know how to treat.
mind Images of superhuman
As recently as a March, 1978
races, escaped lethal bacteria and,
Indiana University forum on the
as one noted biologist jokingly put
safety of recombinant DNA work,
it, "triple-headed purple mona science Journalist "doubted that
sters." Many of those prospects -certaln potential benefits of reand fears-as well as some serious
combinant research would ever
concerns about safety..;.are still . materialize. "
widely discussed. But already the
Two years later, research has
infant technology of gene splicing,
overcome many of the obstacles to
also known as recombinant DNA,'
making Insulin out of bacteria.
has produced a smorgasbord of , Russell Durbin, spokesman for Eli
useful and importaT,ltitems.
Lilly & Co., says, "We expect to
Bacteria-carrying
stowaway
test blosynthetic
insul in In
genes from other species have
patients before the end of 1980."
been coaxed into producing nuThe techniques developed In
trients, anti-freeze, medicallybasic research labs are already
finding their way into diagnostic
valuable substances III<e insulin,
hospitals. Doctors are employing
( and the starting materials for the
enzymes to identify human genes.
industrial manufacture of paints,
They hope that, in the words of the
perfumes and plastics.
University of Minnesota's Walter
These Iiving factories have the
Saurbier, the techniques will help
potential to do for medicine,
bring the "further refinement of
Industry and agriculture what the
definition and diagnosis of genetic
calculator did to the slide rule.
defects. "
Environmentalists
argue they
And last June; the U.S.
might also have the potentia! for
Supreme Court helped bring on
creating viruses and germs, and
the age of corrmerclalty-dlstrl-

Education'
Bill Passes
Campus Digest News Service
A compromise higher education
bill was approved by a House-Senate conference committee. The bill
Increases Interest rates on federal
student loans and glves.the Secretary of Education expanded authority to make direct loans to
underprlviliged students. The new
higher Interest rates would only
apply to new borrowers,' not to
currently held loans.
A date for final action on the bl II
has not yet been set by the House
and senate. However, since the
plan Is expected to cost more to
Implement than the original bill, It
wlll probably face opposition from
members of the senate BUdget
Committee.

News

"ng·1
buted recombinant DNA products.
Ananda Chakrabarty, now of the
University of illinois Medical
Genter, developed a bacterium
that could help clean up all spills
for General Electric, then his
employer. GE refused to seil ttie
bacterium until it could be patented.
The Supreme Court

decision ruled that, for the first
recombinant DNA techniques;
time, man-made "life forms" can bacterla-carrylng genes of other
Indeed be patented.
orqanlsrns may fall into the cateThe ruling Is expected to Inspire
gory of new life forms. SaId one
more commercial applications of
noted gene splicer, "The maln
genetic engineering.
benefit will be for lawyers. They
Although the Supreme Court • will be representing companles
decision referred to an organism
while the courts figure out, what
that was not constructed using
the consequence will 'be."

New Pro ram to e nnounceo
Robert Hansberger, chairman of
Futura Corp., will announce
Futura's role in a unique learning
program starting this semester at
Boise State University during a
press conference to be held at 1pm
today in room 117 of the BSU
Business Building,
The _program,
called
a
"Learning Partnership," is the
result of a joint effort by Futura
Corp. and. the BSUSchool of
Business to' produce graduates
better equipped .to handle the
diverse and complex problems of
corporate operations.
Modeled
after a similar program initiated in

1979 by U. C. Berkeley, School of tlons.
Business and Kaiser Aluminum
Following the press conference,
and Chemical Corp., it will give' please feel free to join BSU
top business students an in-depth
business -students
and faculty,
exposure to corporate manageFutura officials, and other memment problems and the chance to
bers of the business community
partici pate in the corporation's
for a publ lc klck-off presentation at
board meetings and decision pro1:40pm In room 105 of the
cesses.
This newproorarn is considered
Business Building.
an important step bythe School of
Hansberger will be the proBusiness toward mal<ing better
gram's featured speaker, aduseof community resources. With
dressing the theme of industry and
so many large corporations headeducation working together. Introquartered in Boise, there is enor- . ductions will be made by Dr.
mous potential for creating similar'
Thomas Stitzel, dean of the School
programs with other organizaof Business.
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How to Write those It's Your Choice
. Editor, the Arbiter:

letters to th Editor
when writing a letter-to-the-~mor it is Very wise to open the letter
with "I know you'll never print this letter, but.. .. " This is a time
tested opening gambit that will set the tone for the rest of the letter !
by making it clear from the very start that the writer is unoriginal,
hostile, and very possibly prone to raving. The old "You'll never
print this" routine is also helpful in casting a shadow of doubt on-the
accuracy of other statements made in the letter. ~nother must for t~e
letter writer is to include an attack on the paper In which the letter IS
being printed within the letter itself.
Besides putting 'the
management of the paper in its place, this tacti~ will ~Iso h~l~ t? draw
the reading public onto the side of the letter writer smce dlslll,ong the
local press Isconsidered sophisticated by most native populations, , A
final stylistic recomendation is to always, al~';a-;ssum up enemies ,
(people of, different views are always enemia;: in ,the world. of !
lelter-to-the-edltor writing) with ste-reotypes- corauroy weanng
eco-freaks" and "cowboy hatted red-necks" are two sure fire
examples from opposite ends of the lunatic spectrum.
.
More important than any of the stylistic techniques mentioned
above however, is the topic which the letter writer chooses to ~t
about. The experienced letter-to-the-editor writer chooses'a tOPIC
of the paper's readership already agrees with the writer's p<?int.~f
view. By choosing a good topic it is possible to t~ a bol?, lndlvi- i
dualistic stand without having to do so ali alone. HaVIng decided on a:
good topic the writer can thenlet his or her emotions overflow onto
the letter, allowing details like facts and accuracy to take care of
themselves.
It is unfortunate, but one need not look any farther than the local
newspaper to see that the majority of letters-to-the-editor take the
form of the above guidelines.
Irrationality, emotionalism, and
bombast run rampant while persuasiveness and intelligent debate are
almost non existent. As students, no matter how pragmatic our
reasons for being students might be, we should be concerned with the
sorry state of editorial letter writing, the last form of written public
communication avallable to the private individual in our increasingly
electronic age. With this in mind I ask that the students of Boise
State set an example for the entire area by submitting to the Arbiter
and other area newspapers letters on current topics that are rational
and intelligent, thus returning a bit of dignity to what has become,
particularly in some local papers, a circus for kooks and crackpots.
DB

by Laurie Lowe
Arbiter Staff
A weekly feature of the Arbiter
. will be a random-as-possible,
man-on-the-street poll, conducted
by an Arbiter staff writer.
,
This week the poll will pose a
timely question to 100 students on.
campus.
It is intended as an
informal barometer of the student
mood and is neither designed nor
intended to be a scientifically
accurate analysis of student
opinions.
'
This week, Arbiter staff writer
Laurie Lowe asked students:
"Do you think the number of
available
parking
spaces is
adequate?"
RESULTS:
Yes

No

The principal 'issue in the
Symms/Church race is the very
real difference in their respective
philosophies.Symms favqrs less
federal government and regulation, reduced federal spending
and income tax rates, elimination
of welfare waste,' a balanced
federal budget, a strong national
defense and a new United States
foreign policy which will finally
regain the confidence of our allies
and the respect of our adversaries,
An examination of Senator
Church's 24-year record will show
that he has used his seniority and
influence in just the opposite
direction and -on key issues, has
cancelled Senator McClure's vote.
Facing the reality of increasing
inflation
and interest
rates,
Idahoans will have to decide if
they can continue to afford such
"seniority. "
In 1980 there is a choice.

,

Sincerely,
Jan Johnson

Cross Your Fingers
Students:
Over three-fourths of your student body Is probably' attending
school thanks to some form of
Federal financial assIstance, ,so
imagine your student body cut by
three-fourths.
Something's
happening here, as the song goes,
and we believe it is imperative that
students and all friends of higher
education realize the grave crisis
we now face.
.
Becauseof the close Senate vote
on the Reauthorization of the
Higher Education bill, the bill
returns to a conference committee
of selected senators and representatives and if they can reach
accord it will go back for another
senate vote, probably the week of
Sept. 15 or Sept. 22. However,
there are real fears that they won't
agree, in which case there will be
limited or no funds for the '81-'82
academic year. We would also

th E

lose many important provisions
'curreritly
included in the bill,
including minimum wage for
IMJrk/study, Improvement of management of financial aid funds and
provlslons for better lnforrnatlon-,
on the availability and conditions
of Federal financial assistance.
Many campuses are planning
press conferences and pickets to
calI their senator's attention to the
fact that students are also voters
and are monitoring their votes on
this vital issue. Please write us if
you'd like any more information on
the bill. To clarify, a yes vote is
pro-student,
or favoring
the
Reauthorization bill. Senators in
support should be thanked and
encouraged to continue support.
For the Students,
Meg McNamar,
USSA Communications

Response
Editor, the Arbiter:
I would like to respond to Paul
Rio's letter of September 17th.
Yes Paul, I do rely on labels and I
feel that in communicating to a
variety of people that it Is quite
necessary.
.
I am glad you listed exactly what
o and M's stood for in your letter
because It solved my problem of
describing "a communally-run
coffeeshop I bar I entertainment
and social center that is one of It's
klnd-ln Idaho," in three small
paragraphs.
, You presumed wrong on my
meanino for the use of lhe label
"semi-gay".
The term "semigay" came from the vocal chords
of a 0 & M bartender who was
speaking with my editor.
The
label "liberal"
was meant to
describe the general attitude of 0
& M patrons that being, accepted
of others or open minded.
I used these labels' to describe
and also to warn those possible
patrons who might disagree with
some of the lifestyles of some
patrons at 0 & M's. Now Paul, it
would be real and It lMJuld be fun
to have antagonists patronizing 0
& M's but it lMJuldn't be real
fun ... Itwould only make everyone
uncomfortable. After all we do go

I-t r-, -

there to relax, don't we?
/ also understand that the Suds
management greatly disliked their
bar being called a "Dive."
Also,
.my commentsabout
"expected to
duck as a body was being thrown
out the door" and "instead were
.accosted by a friendly ex-OJ from
KBSU."
weren't
appreciated
either.
Vllhen we arrived at the Suds
(that one evening in question) we
expected to see a sleazy bar,' in
fact we nearlv didn't QO in.
INSTEAD we found the place to be
rather quiet. Pool players were
over to the left silently sipping
beers watching their partners
play. A very congenial barmaid
gave us beers and answered our
questions. We joked with a former
KBSU-Disc Jacky who's friendly
hug could easily be described in
college slang as accosting.·
I apologize for the discontent
that I caused these two bars and I
hope this letter clears the air a bit
for one and all.
The purpose of this article was
to describe the ten closest bars to
campus on a first impression
basis. We were hoping to spark
enough curiosity for students to
explore a little.
I find it humorous that the
Arbiter would receive so much
response from an article on Bais
when students are presently faced
with an almost certain fee increase, questionable job security
after graduation' and the real'
world. Don't you?
Terrie H. Rowley The Infamous label user
and pub crawler!

ThisWorld's New
"GrOWing"
Future
Editor, The Arbiter:
According to Global 2000, a
presidential
research project
aimed at predicting the ecological
state of the Earth by the year 2000,
we can expect to find 600,000
species of plants and animals will
have become, extinct, that twothirds of the world's tropical
forests will have been destroyed,
CONTINUED
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17 (17%)
83 (83)

Most students agreed that there
space, but
they also asked, "Vllhat are we
going to do about ItT'
One student said, "No, I don't
think It's adequate; but where are
they going to put it?" '
Another
student
said, "I
thought It was bad before this
year, but with an 1100 5t~?ent
increase Idon't think It was.
Others sald there is enough
space, but complain about tickets.
. One sald, "You can park In the
stadium but there are so many
little things they can ticket you for.

was inadequate parking

cps
./
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from Korea.
Rosalynn (nodding): That's stili '
Good morning, housewives and
a fine promise, all right.
other shut-Ins.
it's, time' for
Jimmy: And what about these?
another episode of "Just. Plains
I'll cut government waste,solve
(cq) Folks," the heartwarming
the energy crisis, upgrade the
saga of a little nuclear peanut
environment and end the Arab
farmer and his struggle to bring us
boycott ot American businessmen.
a government "just as good and
-.Rosalynn: They're just as sound
decent and full of love as the
as the day you made them, dear,
American people." Again.
., four years.ago.
As we join Just Plain. Jimmy
Jimmy: And how about govern'today he's seated behind his desk
ment reorganization? This proin the Oval Office staring thoughtmise says I'll cut the number of
fully at a large, somewhat dusty
Federal agencies from 1900 to 200.
cardboard box. That's his attracRosalynn: ,Make that 1902 to
tive wife, Just Plain Rosalynn,
200.
Don't forget your new
entering wilh a cup of Ovaltine.
*

*

-'
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Departments
of Energy and
Education.
Jimmy: Thank you. Then I'm
really going to hit hard on my
promises to "put people back to
work" in the inner cities and
balance the budget "before this
next term is over." More Important is my promise to lick the 4.8
percent inflation rate 'that . is
"quietly robbing our people."
Rosalynn: Yes, that promise is
about three times more important
today. And what about cutting $5
billion from the defense budget?
Jimmy: Hmmm. Let's forget
that one. But there's no reason I

can't still promise to reduce the
proliferation of nuclear weapons
and •'take the first step toward the
ultimate goal of nuclear disarmament. "
Rosalynn: There certainly isn't.
But are you sure, Jimmy, that you
can out-promise Ronnie R8?gan?
Jimmy: No doubt about it. It's
a question of experience. Do you
realize that Ronnie has never once
in his life promised to balance a
federal budget or curb inflation?
What's he know about promising
such things?
Rosalynn: Experience surely
counts. Is there anything else you

have going for you?
Jimmy: Consiatency. I'll be
making the same promises in this'
campaign that I did in 1976. The
voters are bound to admire a man
who sticks by his promises.
Rosalynn: And such enduring
promises, too. 011, it's no wonder
little Amy said the other day she
wanted to grow up to be president
just like her daddy.
Jimmy:
That's wonderful!
(tapping the box): Just think.
Some day, all these will be hers!

Boise State and Futura ...the.corooration will participate In determining the university's offerings.
Surely, the argument goes,
there is much to be gained by
having this interaction between
the university and the corporation.
Of course. But think of the
underlying philosophy. BSU is
now acknOWledgingthat the meaning of the university is found in
its provldlnq for the specific needs
of the business community.
Item: a public statement made
recently compared the ,approprlated dollars going to the athletic
department (about $450,000) with
those going to the art department
(again, about $450,000) and ,the
membersserved by. both .(around
400 each).
the surface; thts
argues that students' needs recelve'equaltreatment In these two
areas. But what Is one to make of

the additional $288,000 athletics
receives from student fees? And
there is the matter of $150,000 to
$200,000 revenue above expenses
generated by [ootbal! which goes
to support athletics.
.
The arguement here is not
against athletics nor for art. The
facts merely point out that, at
BStj, the meaning of the University is a ratio of more than 2-1 in
favor of athletics over art.
Item: at the recent E= MLC2
conference, most by far of the
questions asked dealt with jobs;
where are they and how to get
them. There can be no question but
thatlobs are Important. And truth
forces the acknowledgement that
cornpetltion
for. certain jobs is
tough: The questions, however,
point to a belief among students
that the meaning of BStj as a
university resembles strongly that
of the school of Va-Tech, a sort of

Vo-acadernlc ..
There was a time, not long ago,
when a university meant .more
than a training ground for future
business people, more than healthy athletics engaged in a healthy
athletic program, more than a
vo-ad program. But the vision has
narrowed- meaning opportunities
are lost. Which, In turn, means
students are being.short-ehanged·
throughout their educational pro-I
cess and the whole of society
becomes restricted through the
years.
There will always be students
and faculty and administrators
who looj( mainly for the union-eard
aspect of a university. Unless,
however, adequate provisions are
made to provide courses and
experiences for tomorrow's in)ellectual leaders, the meaning ota
university will be very mean
Indeed.

(Copyright Chronicle Publishing
Co. 1000)

*

Rosalynn: Really, Jimmy, you
Should get some rest. I'm sure
you'll think up some way to appeal
to the voters. Sooner or later. Jimmy: Rosalynn, It just came
to me. I'm going to promise them
to cut taxes, whip Inflation and
Now is the time to think about
unemployment and balance the'
the meaning of Boise State as a
budget.
university. Now, when money is
Rosalynn: That's nice, dear.
short and the possibility of proBut aren't you afraid folks wili say
grams disappearing and dlsapyou stole those promises from
pearlng and disappearing until all
Ronnie Reagan?
that is left is the bare-bones
Jimmy (indignantly):
I rmst
skeleton. Now becausetrends that.
certainly did not! He stole them
other times grind through the mill
from me. And here's the proof.
slowly are being processed with
(He opens the box. A flock. of
amazing speed, becoming easler,
moths flutter out through a cloud
far easier to soot.
of dust.)
Item: the BSU school of BuslRbSalynn (coughing): My land!
ness and Futura Industries have
What's in there?
agreed to an internship program
Jimmy (prOUdly): All of my
where selected students have
1976 campaign promises. And
hands on experience In day-to-day
they're just as good as new.
corporate management. Super opListen to this one: Ifelected, I will
portunltyl But there's more. As
bring "our ArnerJcan!:lQYS..horne ,~,part of the exchange between,

CONTINUED
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the twelve U.S. legislators with
the worst environmental voting
records by the Wilderness societv,
However,
Frank Church's
2000 A.D.
balanced resource development
Wilderness and wildlife habitat
philosophy will help to enable
will be a precious commodity in
Idahoans to enjoy economic prosthe future.
As cities' become
perity and a quality of life enjoyed
larger and larger; so will greater
nowhere else.
According to
numbers flock to wilderness areas
Robert Hansberger, former presito enjoy solitude, scenic beauty
dent of Boise Cascade Corp.,
and recreation.
Senator Frank Church has an
We are fortunate to have
excellent voting record as an,
unusually bountiful Wildlife and
effective friend of the forest
wilderness resources In Idaho. All
products industry, including spon"Idahoans benefit from the dollars
soring the River of No' Return
that the tourist Industry-one of
Wilderness bill. Hansterger also
the state's largest--brlngs
In
stated that "there Is no evldence ,
annually., This lnoustry'ssuccess
the Wildernessdesignation, now or
is directly related to the excellent - in the foreseeable .future, will
.fishing, hunting and recreational
damage" the lumber industry.
values of Idaho's wildernesses.
Instead, the new wilderness bounSenator Frank Church under':
daries will open an additional
stands the increasing value of
900,000
acres to the timber
wilderness in a balanced, multiple
industry."
land use ethic. His aenlorlty and
Frank Church Is a highly-,rehigh-standing in the U.S. senate
spected senior member of the U.S.
allowed hlrnto successfully sponSenate. His position is a powerful
sorarid defend legislation creating
tool as he works.for legislation that
the "River
of No Return
will benefit all Idahoans.
Wilderness," one. of the most
Frank Church wins for Idaho.
unique and valuable wildernesses
in the United States.
.
Sincerely,
However, Congressman Steve
Symms takes a much more exBill Laurance, Director
tremist approach to the wilderness
Boise State Univ6\sity .
vs. resource development quesConservation Group
tion.
He nearly' unilaterally
opposes reasonable wilderness
areas. For example, his version of
the River of No Return Wilderness
In last weeks article entitled
Areawould have led to the severe
"State Board Waits' on Fee
degradation'
of Chamberlain
Decision" the paragraph on Sally
Basin, home to one of the largest
elk herds In the U.S., because of I Thomas' reaction shouldha
read, "Sally Thomas, BSU studen
mining development. His willingbody president, offered a senat
ness to sacrifice water quality,
resolution supporting a tempo
wilderness areas, and wildlifefee increase ($40 for full-ti
values to accomodate immediate
students, $150 for non-reslden
economic development
have
tuition) contingent on a decisio
earned Symms a membership on
ot to declare financial exigency.
the "Environmental Dirty Dozen"
In 1978, anaward bestowed upon that the world's population has
increased by 50%, and that most
of the world will be settled land by

Correction
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by BuctHumphrey
Arbiter Sports Editor
Last year Montana State won
, the Big Sky Conference title by
default. This year Boise State Is
eligible for the title, and the
Bobcats have no such out.
Frankly, any chance for Sonny
Lubick's charges to win evon a
share of the league title is on the
line against Boise State. NevadaReno, another sure contender,
defeated MSU by 12 points last
saturday and the Bobcats need to
recoup the loss quickly.
Meanwhile, the Broncos will sail
into Reno H. sales Stadium in
Bozeman this saturday with a
heady 20-18 win over the Northern
Arizona Lumberjacks under their
belts, and could be prime targets
for another upset. The game starts
at 1:30 p.m. and will be broadcast
on KBOI Radio, 670 AM.
Leading the Montana State offense to the charge will be
sophomore quarterback Barry Sullivan, who after two games Is
second In the conference in passing efficiency. He owns nearly all
of Montana State's surprising"
169.5 yards a game passing.
Small ~nder
of this, when
" Montana State's receiving corps Is
the best It's possessed In a long

I

r

time. Flanker Bill Walker, wide
receiver Pat McLeod and tight end
lime Fox have caught a collective
25 passes in those two games, and
each averages over 11 yards per
catch. '
" Running backs appear to be
there primarily "for blocking,
though tailback Steve Roderick
can surprise. 111 fact, the running"
backs may have to do quite a bit of
blocking, as the starting guard and
center for the club are out with
injuries.
Jack Muhlbeier and Dave Semmelbeck, the 5-2 defense's inside
Iinebckers, are both among the
conference's leaders in total tackles. They back up a line which has
proven fairly porous at times
against the run, but with class
second-team Ali-Big Sky talent
such as Ron Ranieri and other
competent trenchers, It could gel.
The secondary Is next to Northern Arizona In the conference
against the pass. Only 81 yards a
game has been allowed in the air,
and strong safety lim Sturdevant
has 10 tacldes a game to his credit.
Having lost their two games so
far, Montana State Is not In' a
mood to face the unaccustomed
situation" ot. being out of the
conference so early In the season,
CONTINUED
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Karl Knapp
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looking at Shawn Beaton, it is somewhat difficult to believe that
the Six-foot, 24D-pound Ali-Big Sky offensive guard ever played
running back for the Broncos. But hedld, as well as trying his hand at
noseguard and offensive tackle before settling Into his current
position during the 1979 season.
Beaton's football career at Boise State has been, to say the least,
one of transitions. And the 23 year-old senior- has handled the
changes quietly, yet successfully.
"I'm adaptable, or at least J like to think I've becor'neadaptable,"
said Beaton, reflecting on his five-year stint as a Bronco. "I don't
know what postIon I'll be playing
next, so I just take things as they"
come."
Indeed, Shawn has had to take a
"go with the flow" attitude, for
with the exception of this year, "he
has played a different pos!tlon
every season.
Beglning In 1976as a 212-pound
freshman, Beaton started at fullback on the first Jim Crlner-coached Boise State team. Described
by _Criner as a "tense, tight
Individual" possessing c!{ great
deal of strength, it seems thatj
Shawn's sentiments even theni
may have pointed towards the
offensive line.
" 1-----""-...:...0"""""'''''-----.---1
'" wasn't much of a utllifyl
Shawn Beaton
back," recalls Beaton. "The only- "1..--thing Icould do was block and punch It In from short yardage. "If Ihad
the ball I would rather hit the defender than run the clear path."
Although redshlrted during the following season, Shawn
nevertheless had an opportunity for more contact as he was moved to
noseguard. At this point, however, Beaton wasn't exactly sold on the
Idea of switching positions. "I was sl<eptlcal at first about getting
moved around," Beaton stated ..
It was during this perlod,too, that Beaton developed his awesome
strength. ~'When I, was moved from fullback, I "really hit the
weights," said Shawn, a 425 pound bench presser:
Clearly, the ""eight work has paJd off. In 1978, Beaton started
part-time at offensive tackle before makrng his permanent move to.
offensive guard. Shawn was somewhat smaller even then, weighing
225 as a tackle. '" was probably the smallesttackle In the Big SI<ythat
year" says Beaton. "I was going up again~ guys like Steve Parker

I

------_-1
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Usa Pickering slams home one of her seven kills in the season-opening volleyball match against Weber
State last Monday. Pickering, a Santa Ana, CA freshman, could not maker her kills and five service aces
enough to lift the Broncos to a vIctory In the hard-fought match.
Photo by Amy Lynn

etters
(UA)- Two teams" In Boise State's
region and division that the Broncos have never seen in competition
will meet the BSU volleyball team
In Nampa this weekend, after a
Thursday night" home" contest agalnSt Treasure Valley Community
College. Coach Darlene Bailey
said she was looking forward to
meeting Western Montana College of Dillion and Montana Tech
of Butte, and "we should be
competitive."
.
The Montana schools will be the
first AIAW Division II teams the
Broncos meet this season, after
losing a tiring match to DiVision I
opponent Weber State last Tuesday, 11-15, 1D-15, 3-15. Results
from BSU's Tuesday night game
against College of Idaho could not
be gained at this writing.
c Several"players made outstanding showings' at the Weber
match, especially freshmen hitter
Lisa Pickering from Santa Ana,
CA. Pickering made 7 kills and 5
service aces for BSU, and along

vste
with sophomore setter Beth
Bergin, was one of Boise State's
most conclstent players, according
to BaIley. Lade Ticker, a 6-1
junior hitter, also made seven kills
for BSU.
Bailey has used this week's
matches In addition to eight games
at the Tune-Up Tournament In
Moscow last weekend to help
settle on a starting rotation. Right
now, "we will probably not have a
stable rotation for a couple of
weeks. We're still finding out
where our stren"gthsand weaknesses are,' she said.
Thursday night the Broncos host
TVCC at 4:30 pm., then play
Western Montana In Nampa saturdayat 10:00 arn., and Montana
Tech the same day at 1:00 pm. The
following Tuesday BSU hosts
Northwest Nazarene College.
"(The team) played very, very
well the first twa games," commentedBalley
on" the Weber
match.• As the competition wore
on, however, "our, passing and

s
0

setting let down-we did not attack
the net, and 'we gave (Weber)
some easy wlnnl"g shots," she
said.

Big Sky Moves
To Showdpwn?
(UA) c- Events last weekend In
the Big Sky indicated the first step
toward "a season-end showdown
between Boise State and NevadaReno for the conference championship and a possible playoff "
berth - has been made. While
Boise State eked out a two-polnt
victory over Northern Arizona, the
Wolfpack managed Montana State
24-12.
Frank Hawkins continued to
amaze Sky watchers, besting- even
Cad Minter with his 199-yard
rushing performance. The" AIIAmerican fullback has yet to playa
game this year Without rushing" for
over 100yards for Reno.
CONTINUED
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~ Field Hockey Gets Tougt1 Early
�i:

(UA)-Three

games against tough
Brigham Young will be the first
greet the Boise State
team the Bronco women face, at
",i, field hockey squad when It travels
1:00 pm. Friday.
On Saturday;
'i,' to Provo, this weekend for the
BSU meets the University
of
x'J Brigham Young University InvitaColorado at 9:30 am and the Provo
tional, BSU's first series of games ' Club' at 12:3() pm, "We'should
this season.
learn a lot these three games,"
Coach Jayne Wassenhove will'
noted
Van Wassenhove,
and
field quite a young team, with one
added that all three, are strong
scrimmage's
competitive
experiteaJ11Sand have much more play>:ence.
Many of the best offensive
'}','players
from last year's regional
;:champlon team return, Including
';high-scoring
Sue SChenk and Joan
/;Pittaway.
However,'ast
year's
:';defense took quite a blow from
";graduation
and freshmen fill many
,>;;i:~k
positions.
(BSU)-The Boise State University
';;
"We are having to fill every
basketball . program
will host
"",defensive
spot iNith new 'percoaches'clinicon
the BSU campus,
':"(sonnel,
"
commented
Van
';';Wassenhove.
"It Is reasonable to . OCt. 4, 1980.
The clinic
Is for basketbatlF"say 00 defense will be 00 bIggest
coaches at all levels and stresses
',weakness
until these players gain
the hows and whys of game
,';some experience. "
fundamentals.
.
i1 One spot where defense should
Featured speakers will include
';>:be strong
is goal ie, which
is
Boise
State
head
basketball
,,'joccupied
by freshman Diane Jencoach Dave Leach, Oregon State
)'i;klns.
She was the most valuable
head basketball
coach
Ralph.
,i,i/player on the Torrey Pines High
Miller and Boise High School head
, 'School team in Rancho Sante Fe,
basketball coach Greg Hoardman.
:CA her senior year.
Miller,
the fourth winningest
'.:
Offensively, the team has fewer
active basketball coach in Ameri:;:,w.:>rrles. Schenk, a senior who set
ca, has 486 career wins as Witchita
fo"a school record with 38 goals last
State, Iowa and Oregon State. He
:year, accompanies sophrrores Pitis entering his 11th year at Oregon
taway and Linda Woolnough,
aState and has won conference
[,lOng
with seasoned junior Tracy
championships
and coach of the
Allen,
in the forward
and link
year honors in three major confer,..•positions.

ii' opponents

~~;1
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ing experience than we do."
Lastweekend the Broncos scrimmaged against the Boise Valley
Club, and won2-Q. Van Wassenhove Said the game did a lot to
clear
up questions
about the
team's
capabilities"
in a game
situation, and helped to determine
a starting lineup for this weekends
contests. '

(BSU)-Instead of leaving competition until the spring, the Boise
State golf team will get some early'
season experience this weekend
when the squad plays in the
Bengal Gem State
Invitational
tournament, hosted by idaho State
University,
The tournament begins Friday,"
Sept. 46 with 36 holes at Riverside
Course in Pocatello. The final 18
holes will be played at Highland
on Saturday.
Golf Coach Lyman Gallup held
90 holes of qualifying for a spot on
the team, which begins its official
season in the spring. Rod Skyles of
Nampa, Id came in with the lowest
average, 72.0 inclUding three subpar rounds.
Returning Ietterrnan Ron Rawls
finished second in qualifying with
a 73.6 average. Freshman Steve
. Delevan from Bolse.secured
the
third spot with a 74.0 over the 90
holes.
Other team members are Miles
Cook, Kelly Kennedy,
Rob Ellis,
Rusty Martensen, Brian VVilliams,
Jess Haldeman,
Jay Yasumiishi,
.
Craig Jackson and Doug Scrivner

BSUHosts Basketball
Coach Clinic October 4
a

I

ences.
Also scheduled for the clinic is
George Lehman, former ABA star
and one of the finest pure shooters,
in the country.
He is an excellent
teacher.
'
Cost for clinic pre-registration
is
$20. At the door it is $25. The
clinic also includes a ticket to the
Boise State-Montana
foot ball
game at 7:30pm.
A box dinner
and beverage will be provided as
will door prizes, including shoes
from Pro Keds.
.
For further information, contact
the Boise State basketball office at,
(201) 385-1522.

.'-
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But while it has taken Shawn a
, long time to find a ,position he is
comfortable
with, the conversion
to offensive guard has proved to
be worth the wait. A first-team,
All-Big
Sky Conference. pick at
guard' last season, Beaton has
'developed Into a leader in what is
consldered to be a relatively young
front line.
In evaluating
Beaton,. Criner
"Shawn ia a silent leader
leads
by example
and
istlrenI1th."
Beaton Is reluctant to
SUCh. "I've never
oonsclotsly aware that l'rna
leader," Beaton mused. "If I lead
it'sbyexample,becausel'mnota
rah-rah sort of guy."
It seems that Beaton Is tacitly
content
at his guard
position,
showing little remorse concerning

"Skip ~top" passenger_loadirig
at ,designated stops will malntain reliable schedules, transfer
Con~eC~ionsand help Control
maintainance and fuel Costs.

"his transition from the backfield to
thet~~nches,;
.':
"It's a more personal battle on
the offensive line," says Beaton.
"You have to play against one
person, and whether or not you
make that block can mean the
game."
'There Is little doubt that Shawn
Beaton plays an integral role in
regards to Boise State football
fortunes this season, but deep in
the trenches, you might not hear,
his name too often.
'
Certainly not as often as when
he was a fullback
or even a
noseguard.
To Beaton, however,
the notoriety isn't all that's Important, for he's doing what he does
best, getting a chance to "unload
on the other guy,"
as Coach
Criner puts it.
'
. Sometimes it pays to "valt. For
Shawn Beaton and Boise State, ./t
certainly has.

_ After Bus Stop sfgns are
i,nstalledalong University Blvd
in late September, drivers wfll
stop _only at the desi'gnated
locations shown by dots on the
map below.
For .your~nve~rice,
please
become ,familiar with the ~e~ig·
nated Bus Sto~. If you col:lld
help us by ~sing the loading
~~opsJmmedlately,' we'd. appreciate it.
SI-ni:e we transport twiCe the
p~ssenger5we d~d fo'ur years ago
with the.·same number 01 buses,"
'_'Skip,Stop" pasSeng~r ~ardf~g .
is necessl!ry
malnlallJ ~~s'
system aili,clancey and reliability
To Get You There!

Designated
,Passenger
loading Along
University Blvd
Effective:
September 22.
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Precision Cutters

I

I

"We '1/ cut you into the action" ~

-

Get Ready for a CARE-FREE Fall
With our Wash & Wear Perm!
The Original "No Appointment Salon"
"JUST W.:u-K IN"
No
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WASH & WEAR PERM
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REVLON REALISTIC
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Includes Sha. m
Precision Cut and
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BigSky--~---

Bobcats-~---------CONTINUED

CONTINUED.
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A little furthereast, loaho state..
proved once aqalnthat a whale of
a pa<>slnggame doesn't mean you
score a lot of points .: Of 63 passes
attempted, a new Big Sky record,
Mike Machurek complete 29 for a
total of 355 yards. All was to no
avail. however, as Weber handed
the Bengals half a lossln Ogden,
21-17.
Half a loss? Oh,Yes:
since
Weber .plays ,Idaho State twlce,,each game' counts as one-half
game In conference standings.
Ask Wildcat
linebacker
Mike
Humiston if he thinks he played
half a game. Humiston tackled 18
runers (10 unasslsted), stopped
the opposition
four times for
losses, and Intercepted a pass for
Weber.
Up in the Inland Empire, Idaho
made only a little shorter work of
Simon Fraser than had Montana.

Instead of 27 points, the Vandals
droye the Clansmen 40 point
underground, 56-16. Idaho plied
up 526 yards, rnaklngfor impressive total offense statistics.
, Montana, a week after Scoring
60 point against those same Clansmen, blanked and lost aaalnst
Portland State, 20-0.
Rocky
Klever, the Grizzlies' old-style
triple-threat tailback, was injured
and will have to miss a game this
week. While the Montana offense
Itself may as well have been
crippled, the defense held the
crazy Viking pass game to a
moderate level in the second half:
Big Sky Standings:
Nevada-Reno
Boloo StBle
Weber StBle

leIlgUIl

Idaho

().O.()
().O.()

Montllno
Northern Arlzonll
Idllho Stoie
Montl\l1ll StBle

o-'h~

Overall
2-0-1
2-1~
1-1~
,1-1~
: 1-1~
'1-2~
'0-24

o-1~

o-2~

1~
1~
'h~

o-l~
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pass plays.
carry. Backup tailback Terry zahand are likely to give the Broncos
In the specialties, Kenrick camner ran for 34 and snared a pass.
all, they can throw at them.
.
erud haS -chalked up two field
Joe AlloW did not even try many
Against the Lumberjacks last
P..8SSe5, completing four of seven goals, and Tom Spadafore punted
Saturday, It seemed when the
Broncos controlled Pete Mandley , against the 10a61edNAU defense. . long cpnsistently enough to earn
him a second place Division I-M
In fact, the AlI-~merlcan
Boise
they had the game won. Mandley
national standing, with an average
State quarterback gained more
surprised the specialty team with
an early 92-yard touchdown klckbff , yards on the ground than In the . of 44.5· yards a punt.
Bronco head football coach Jim
return, and late In, the fourt,h; air, sprInting for a-total of 67
Criner said this year's Montana
yards.' "
quarter he nabbed a 27-yard Brian
State team Is typically hard-nosed
Bradeson did not come up with
Potter desperation pass to make"
the only timely display of defen-- .and physical,' and will give the
the score 18 to BSU's 20. In fact,
Broncos 'a contest with their
slve presence ,for the Broncos.
later still, Mandley would have
newfound passing game.
Nick Kllstoff recovered a Northern
caught a gamEHlndlng' touchtown
Arizona fumble on a punt recaptoss and won the game for the
Jacks had not Bronco cornerback - tion, and parlayed It Into a Bronco
touchdown, which NAU coach
Mike Bradeson spied the passIn
D.valn Painter has disputed. '
time to bat It out of Mandley's
(BSU)-After
2 successful non
Dan Brown, Inside linebacker
reach.·
,
recently elevated to' starting in
scored meets, Boise' State's woCedric Minter had the best
front of Ray Santucci, showed his
men's cross country team will
yardage day for Boise State. In his
colors by Involving himself In
travel to Eugene, OR, this weekfirst outstanding rush game of the
eleVen tackles, six of them unasend to run In the' GaiTle Frank" n
season, Minter rambled for 171
Invitational meet. The event Is
sisted. Larry Aider also contribyards and a touchdown, upping his
uted, breaking up two Lumberjack
hosted by Lane Community CoIseason average to 6.7 yards a
lege and tsalsoan unscored meet ..
Other participating schools in this
meet will be Oregon, Oregon
State, and other Oregon community colleges.
The cross country team had a
successful meet this past weekend
at 'the
Pelleur Invitational
in
Spokane. Senior Kathy Kenworthy
topped all Boise State runners
with a third place finish, covering
the 2.5 mile course In 15:40.8.
Twin Falls freshman Cindy Crow
placed fifth and junior Judy Smith
came In seventh. The race was
won by Patsy Sharples from the
University of Idaho In a time of
15:21.7.
"We
showed
tremendous
strength In this meet. We placed
three runners In the top ten and
- were ,without two of our top
women,"
said BSU coach Joe
Neff. Junior Jody Smith and New
zealand freshman Andrea Wilson
did not make the trip. Smith will
travel to Eugene this weekend.
Wilson, however, will not compete
for some time due to tendon
problems in the ankle.

Women Harriers
Travel Again

Pelleur Raises .
Runners' Bests

When it comes to campaign charisma, nobody draws crowds like
"The Bull:' Schlitz Malt Liquor is a
proven vote-getter at campus parties throughout the country. It's
got the big, bold taste that politicos
of all persuasions can rally around
... the taste that's made "The Bull"
America's Number One, choice in '
malt liquor.
Remember;' there may be other candidates with great taste, but Schlitz
Malt Liquor is the only one that
tastes great!

C 1980 JOS, SCHLITZ BREWING COMMNY. MILWAUKEE, WlS, AND OTHER GREAT CITIES

(BSU)--Four
Bronco
harriers
placed In the top ten of 78 runners
In the season's, first competition
last Saturday, the Pelleur Invltatlonalmeet In Spokane, WA Runners from many northwest teams
cOmpeted over a five mile course.
The meet was non-scored, but
BSU placed their seven runners Inthe top 14. Junior Dave Steffens
from Lake Oswego, OR led the
way with a 25:29.7 clocking, good
for second place behind Idaho's
• Kole Tonnemaker. Brian Gough
was third for the Broncos, timed In
25:38.6. Dan Will came In seventh
with a time of 26:32.4. Howard
Conley was 13th In 26:45.4 and
Kent Newman was 14th In 26:51.6.
"The race \WJnt according to the
pre-race, plan,"
Bronco cross
country coach Joe Neff said. "We
had three objectives to meet and
we met all three. First,' we ran like
team ·wlth a great deal" of
discipline.
Second,' we ran a
tactically sound race, and third,
we maintained- concentration
throughout the entire race."
Neff had praise for his top
placer; Steffens, who according to
Neff; ran very well. Steffens and
Gough ran together until the last
half-mile of theraco.
"Tom Rothenberger also had a
great race;'
Neff added. "All
the athletes who have run this
course before, Improved on their
previous times by at least 30
seconds," he said.,
"
The Broncos have an open
weekp.nd before hosting Montana
'and Weber State In a trl-meet on
Oct. 4. The 1'1am race aver 10,000
meters will be run at a site to be
selectectthls wee~~

a
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Events
Desmond
and Mollie (1010
Broadwavlwill
nresenr
"Ilvery
Mother is a Working Woman"Sepl.
23, 9 pm.-l am. The benefit. will be
held for the Aid To Dependant
Children's 'Rights.
The speaker for ADC will be Linda
Arcadia. Music will be nrovided bv
Marcia and Beth, Carlotta. and Adelle
and Barb. Poetry by Sarah Barsness
and dance by' Kristina and Carol.
For further information or messages call Kristina Peterson. 343-9433
or 342-1978.

The Vo-Tech will hold "the world's
biggest yard sale" Sept. 26 from 8
am. to 5 pm. The sale will be held to
raise funds for the restoration of the
BSU calliope.

The Sawtooth Energy Assoc. will
host a Home Tour and Energy Fair in
the Wood River Valley on Sunday Oct.
5 from 1-4 prn.
Five homes and two business will
be shown on the Sunday tour. They.
will demonstrate the design and use
of passive and active solar heating.
solar greenhouse heating. geothermal
heating. efficient wood heating and
earth berm temperature moderation.
Tlte Ketchum area tour will fetaure
designs" 'of" 'local' ''''rchite'ets "and
builders Steve Busch, Dave Carter,
Mike Congdon, Cremin Huxley. Dick
Meyer,
Neil Wright.
and Mike
Zapponi.
The Energy Pair will be held in the
Parish Hall of Our Lady of the Snows
Catholic Church on Sun Valley Road
in Ketchum from 1-4 pm.
The Energy Fair will include a
srackwood wall, wood stove displays,
architect's designs and a sun path
diagram.
Refreshments
will be
provided by Southern Idaho Distributing.
.
Tickets for the Suntour and Pair
may be purchased at the Parish Hall
from 1-4 pm., Oct. 5. Prices are $4.00
and $3.00 for S.E.A members and
53.00 for bicyclists.
For further information call 7268527 or 726-9589.

Opportunities
BSU graduates interested in the
United ~tates Foreign Service are
urged to .apply for the selective
service examination to be given Dec.
6, 1980. The Foreign Service is the
U.S.'s diplomatie. consular, commercial, aDd overseas
cultural
and
information service.
The Department of State,' Department of Commerce and InternatioDal
CommuDicatioD Agency are particularly interested
in increasiDg the
Dumbers of womeD and miDority
groups ser';,ing as Foreign Officers
and Poreign
Service Information
. Officers.
• Candid~tes must take a written
examination Dec. 6, '1980. ApplicatiODSfor the test must be mailed and
:received by Oct. 24. 1980. Booklets
explaining
the examinatioD.
aDd
selection procedure may be obtained
at the Career and Pinancial Services
office, room 124. Ad. Bldg. Por
further information caU the Services
office, 385c1644.
Representatives
°from WiUamette
UDiversity College of Law will be at_
Boise State University on the morning
oEOct. 14. Students iDterested iD Law
School m.ay ~ign up for an interview at
the Career and Financial Services,
385-1747.

The National Research Council has
announced its 1981 Research Associ·
ate ship Programs ior postdoctoral
work in the sciences to be conducted
in 16 federal research institutes and
laboratories. The programs provide
postdoctoral scientists and engineers
with opportunities
for research on
problems compatible with ihe supporting laboratory.
Four hundred or more full-time
Associateships will be awarded on a
competitive basis in 1981 for research
in chemistry. engineering and mathematics and in earth, environmental,
physical, space and life sciences.
Most programs are open to both
U.S. and ncn-U.S. nationals and to
.borh recent
P.h.D.s
and senior
investigators.
Awards are made for a year with
possible extensions through a second
year; senior applicants may request a
shorter tenure. Stipends range from
$20,500 a year for recent P.h.D.s to'
approximately
$40,000 a year for
Senior Associates.
Allowances are
made for relocation
and limited
professional travel during tenure. The
federal
laboratory
provides
the
Associate programmatic support including facilities, support services
and necessary equipment.
Applications
to the Research
Council must be postmarked no later
than Jan. 15, 1981. Awards will be
announced in April.
For further information on specific
research .opporruniries
and federal·.'
laboratories and application materi;'
als contact the Associateship Office,
JH 616-D1, 2101 Constitution Ave.,
N.W .• Washington,
D.C., 20418,
(202) 389-6554.

Announcements
Part-time tutor positions remain open
for Anatomy. Physiology. Statistics,
Elementary
Math (103-104). and
Biology. If you are interested please
go to Administration-I1'4 to apply.

News
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Registration is opeD at Fort .Boise
Community
Center
for w'omeD's
aerobics" classes beginning Oct. 6
,through Oct. 31.
"
Classes are held Mon. Wed, and
Fri, 5:15-6:15 pm. and 6:30-7:30 pm,
The fee for city residents with
library cards is $13.00; nonresidents,
$15.00. Free shower and sauna
facilities,
For more information call Boise
City Recreation Dept. 384-4256.

Effective
advocacy on behalf of
Idaho's mentally ill as individuals and
as a group will be explored in depth at
the 1980 Mental Health Association In
Idaho's Annual Meeting, September
26 and 27 at Elkhorn in Sun Valley.
according to Pam FonshiIJ, Boise
Chairman.
.
Leading the discussion on this issue
Friday evening, September 26, will be
Michael Crabtree, managing attornney for Twin Falls area Legal Aid
program. Mr. Crabtree's presentation
will include a report on Legal Aid's
involvement in a special advocacy
project at State Hospital South in
Blackfoot. That same evening three
individuals from Canyon County will
share their experiences as consumers
of mental health services, both in the
community and at a state mental
institution. Dick Pualey, Partial Care
Team Leader. Region III Department
of Health
and Welfare
Mental
Health
Services,
wi\l,.serve.
.as
facilitator.
Saturday's program includes a status
report on Idaho's
mental
health
services of Jim Antram.
Mentai
Health Bureau Chief for the Department
of Health and Welfare; a
discussion ODthe creation of a formal
mental health advocacy program in"
Idaho; an all member discussion on
the future of the Mental Health
Association facilitated by Roy Slotten,
Twin Falls, and Frank Cooper. Mental
Health Association
representative
from Sacramento,
California;
and
Budd Kendrick, Ed.D. Psychologist
with the Adult and Child Development Center, speaking on "PsychologiCal Hypnosis".
.
•
Special fund raising and volunteer
of the year awards will be presented
at the Saturday evening banquet by
,.raDCISUdom, Boise, president, Gary
Steinbach, president and co-founder
of the SUDValley Health Instirute, will
speak OD "The Best Vears Of Your
Life" covering stress management
and the relationship
of physical
well-being to mental health.
For more informaricn
OD the
program and registration
for the
meeting, contact the MeDtal Health
AssociatioD office, 3105 1/2 State
Screet, Boise. ''343-4866. All those
interested iD meDtal healih issues are
eDcouraged to atteDd.

The'statewide Conference of Voluntarism' to be held the 26th. 8 ain.-5
pm. and the 27th, 9 am.-3 pm. will
include national and state leaders in
the field of community involvement.
The keynote speaker will be Dr.
Ivan Scheir, Dr. Scheir will discuss an
expanded defmition of voluntarism
which includes many of the activities
ordinary people do and describe as
"just helping out" or "being a good
neighbor."
Constance Brennan, corporate contrlbutions manager at Boise Cascade,
will discuss the, corporate view of
Voluntarism and community involvement.
Senior vice-president
and chief
legal counsel of Boise Cascade, John
Clute. will participate
in a panel
discussion on staff/board
relations.
Other members of the panel will" be
Ed Wimmer. traiDing coordiDato~ in
the Idaho Office on Aging, Wanda ,..
ApplicatioDs are DOWavailable f'}r
Kay. director of United Way-Ada
the 1980 Rhodes ScholarshipcompeCounty, and YWCA board member,
titioD. Rhodes
Scholarships
are
and Kathryn Spencer. manager of the
teDable for study at the University of
Boise 'Red Cross' Chapter. Marilyn
Oxford, EDglaDd.
Dorman, Director of Volunteers at
Eligible are any U.S. citi:ens who
Nampa State School and Hospital will
are pres,eDtly uDmarried, who will Dot
moderate the discussion.
have' passed
their tweDty-fourth
A wortkshop on staff/volunteer
birthday by Oct. I, 1,980and who have
relationships will be lead by Dr. David
achieved academic staDdiDg to assure
Ficks. communicatioDs cODsultaDt.
completioD of a Bachelor's Degree
Bob Mad'ariaDe aDd Hattie Derr.
before Oct. 1981. Now, as for the past
represeDting the Idaho SeDior Citi·
several years, both meD aDd womeD
zens Lobby, will provide information
are invited 10 apply.
OD effe~tive lobbying techniques.
ApplicatioDforms may be obtained
from the campus representative or by
writiDg: Professor MarviD HeDb,erg;
The BSU Athletic
Dept.
is
Idaho Secty, Rhodes ·Scholarship
cODducting a pool survey to determine
"'rust.
Philosophy.
UDiversity
ot
what hours BSU students would like'
Idaho., Moscow. Idaho. 83843. Com-'
the pool opeo.
pIeced applications.
are. due to
Forms may be picked up at the pool
Henbe~g by Oct. 31, 1981.
or the SUB IoformatioD booth.

l
I
I

I

I
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I
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Scholarship

'Til you
buy your Arbiter
Classified Ad!
•
They'reonly 5 cents per word, per. issue,
and you can run it today! Just bring
yourself and your ad, -- andyour 5 cents
per word-- by theSUl3lnformation
Center, any weel~day 8 to 4:30, Fill out a
classified ad sheet, and we' II
placeyour ad in the nextweel~'s Arbiter.
l3esure to hurry. though -- Deodlinefor
each Wednesduy's issue is 12 noon
'Monday befarepublication,
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jNoCufs Plonnedror Gallery··
The Boise Gallery of Art was
notified recently that It was awarded a $35,OlX;lFederal grant from
the Institute of Museum services
(IMS).
According to Gailery Executive
Director, Ric Collier, "The award
of this grant from IMS marks a
significant achievement for the
Board of Trustees and the Staff of
the Boise Gallery of Art. It insures
=i~og~\o~Xh~~~~on~o
~
reduced as originally projected
this fiscal year. While there Is stili
, much,work to be done to Insure a
positive financial statement at the
end of our liscal year, the, grant
does help ease the impact that the
1-percent Property Tax Initiative
and the escaltlng inflation rate has
had on our current budget. My
congratulations and thanks go to
the Staff and Board for this
achievement. "
The Gallery was' one of 405
museums selected from more than
1500 applicants which submitted
proposals to the Institute. The
Institute, now in its third year, is
the first Federal agency authorized to provide general operating
support, as well as project support, to museums. It is located
within the Department of Education.
The Institute provides grant
funds to a Widerange of museums,
including art, history, and natural
history museums, ZOOS"botanical
gardens, science-technology centers, aquariums, planetariums,
general museums, and a wide

range of specialiZed museums and
hIstoric houses.
Mrs. Lee Klmche, Director of
the Institute, Said, "General 0peratlng Support grants are the
rrost valuable type of grant a
museum can receive since they are
applied towards the basic services
that museums provide-eclucation,
conservation, secruity, eXhibitions

'Poet

and outreach programs."
She said that, "the. Institute's
grants are uniquely designed to Abbey, Edward,
The Monkeyhelp both developing andestabwrench Gang. New York: J.B.
llshed museums meet the financial
Lippincott, 1975. $8.95
.
pressures caused by inflation,
energy shortages, and the deAfter trying to scrape through
mands made by the more than 350
the long descriptions of Desert
rnllllon visitors to the nation's 5500
Solitaire and failing,' I started
museums."
reading The Monkeywrench Gang
somewhat skeptically.
I was
pleasantly surprised by Edward
Abbey's tale of four hardcore
conservationists who attempt to
save the deserts and rivers of. the
several volumes of verse for
Southwest from the destruction by
children.
developers and the Army Corps of
Kennedy has taught at several
Engineers
through" acts of
universities and writer's con,
ferences. From 1974-75, he Was , sabotage.
Some of the scenes AbbEiy
the Bruern fellow in American
creates are heartwarming.
For
civilization at Leeds University,
Instance, Doc Sarvis throws achair
and an English professor at Tufts
through the sealed window of the
University before resigning in
1979 to write full-time.
He has served as poetry editor
for the Paris Review and coauthored with his wIfe the poetry
magazine Counter I Measures. His
work has been recognized by the
Lamont Award of the Academy of
Educators from throughout the
American Poets, a Guggenheim
West
will travel to Boise State Oct.
fellowship, the Bess Hokin prize of
9-11 to attend "alucation
and
Poetry magazine, and the Shelley
Contemporary America," a symAward.
posium featuring a variety of
In addition to BSU and ISU, the
papers presented by prominent
Writers and Artists Series is
teachers and discussion of current
sponsored by the Boise Gallery of
Art, The Book Shop In Boise, and educational problems and philosophies. ,
, "
,
,
'
the ISU Alumni Association; 'CoDr. Freeman Butts, noted edu- .
,directors of the series are carol A.
cational historian, wiil lead the
Martin, BSU and Dante K.
conference with a talk on "Liberal
Cantril I, ISU.Education and the Revival of Civic
Learning" OCt. 9 at the opening
conference dinner in the new
Boise Basque restaurant
at

to Visit Boise State

X. J. Kennedy, poet and editor,
will give the first of seven readings
scheduled this year In the Writers
and Artists series sponsored by
the English departments of Boise
State and Idaho State tJniverslties.
Kennedy wi II appear Wednesday, OCt. 8 at 8pm in the Boise
Gallery of Art. He will also read at
the ISU Student Union Building
Oct. 7, at 7:30pm. While in Idaho,
he will also meet Informally with
students on the two university
campuses. The public is invited to
attend his readings free of charge.
He has published three vol umes
of poetry, "Nude Descending a
Staircase," "Growing into Love,"
and "Emily Dickinson in Southern
california." His anthology, "The
Tygers of Wrath," a survey of
nate poetry from Chaucer to the
present will be published in 1981.
In addition to his verse and
poetry, Kennedy's textbooks on
poetry and fiction have been
studied by about 600,000 college
students. He has recently written

mung

Teachers to Visit BSU

Thursday, Nov. 6th
8:00PM
Spselal Events
center

Surprfse
MaBiei' of CGremonBGs
and

Prizes
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Molenaar's is
just a few
blocks awqy ..
I
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6:30pm.
Butts is a Visiting scholar of the
Stanford School of Education. His
latest book, "The Revival of Civic
Learning" was published this year
by Phi Delta Kappa Educational
Foundation. In 1978 he published
"American Public, Education:
From Revolution to Reform, 17761976," with Holt, Rinehart and
Winston.
Symposium sessions to which
the public is invited will be
conducted OCt. 10-11 in the BSU
Education BUilding.

WHEN YOU NEED·
SOMETmN SPECIALFOR A SPECIAL
SOMEONE.
COME TO ASPEQJU.
STORE

rn~',

Entry Applfcatfons are now avaflable
at the InformaHonCenter
fn the
Student Unfori Bul!dfng. They must
be returned to the SUB Intormatlon
Center by October 15th.

,

• Eliot Blake

Dr.Buttsto Lead Conference

198
The Great
mencan Ta~ent
.~
how
f~\~~

university
classroom
he Is
teaching in because lie sees It as
the only logical way to let fresh air
into the climate
controlled
building.
Along with Sarvis,
Abbey portrays the memorable
figure of George Hayduke who
rreesuresmlleaqe by the six-pack,
and seldom Sean Smith a polygamist river-runner from Utah.
Together with' Bonnie Abzugg,
Smith Sarvis, and Hayduke they
form the Monkeywrench Gang.
Abbey's tale is outrageous and the
characters sympathetic so that the
reader becomes willing to accept
the twists of plot the author throws
in. The Monkeywrench Gang Is
highly recommended-chop down
a billboard today.
'

II the

.

Jewelers

1207 Broadway

"On July 17,1977, the One-men call the Chris. entered
a Well-known country In the modern wvrld."

THE REAPPEA.JtANCE OF THE CHRIST
AND THE MASTERS OF WISDOM
by Benjamin Creme
A Clear Answer to the Prophets of Doom
- A Message of Hope for MankInd
, "My Ieet have already walked the pavement o{ cities ... soon my
{ace and words will become known to many ." Mankind Is {aced
with two choices: Sharing and Interdependence or Annihilation.
Man "!.~~t change or die ... On your decision rests the Iuture oitbe
Ea~h.
Many are,hungry and perish needlessly while {ood lies
rottmg in the storehouses o{ the world." "Let us together show the
World the need {or war is past" "I trust you to work {or me -to lift
.Irom the worl~ the peril o{ war, to relieve the hunger bf many. to
restore well·bemg to the world ... ''My leaching Is simple -Justice.
Sharing and Love.",
-_

New Information on:
, Th~ Turin Shroud 0 UFO's" NUclear-Energy. The Forcesof
, Evil" Prayer0 Ancient Civilizations0 Healingand Meditation.
New World Religion. RussIae Women's Movement
To Order: Try local bookstore,or WriteTara Presli: ·Box2626 (AN)
Los Angeles,CA 90028. $6 Total.

1
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This week the Talkies loills

went

-un

iI

early seventies and late sixties.
years after those momentous days
However, A Small Circle of
at Harvard. And In their reflecFriends only perpetuates the
tions, we see the way things were
myths about the involved students
back then, sort of; entangled In a
Kampus H,lah-Jlnx of yore; freshfilm about college IIf,e in the 60s,
fa::ed babies of the '80s will likely
of the sixties: The story .revolves
the anti-draft
movement and
bebewnderedby
the, how you
around two Harvard students and
Vietnam war protests Is the story . a co-ed from Radcliff, but the
say, "protests"?
that happened
writer chose to make Harvard
of a love triangle between Nick,
over a decade ~o.
Jessica and Leo (Brad Davis). Everycollege' and the students
Karl Knapp (
EVerystudent. The film Is a blend
Somewhere along the way, things
get muddled up-:.A Small Circle
of every Incident of the. anti-war
Set -at Harvard during the late
and students' rights demonstracan't decide what kind of film It
60s, A Small Cifcle ot Friends
wants to be~ and consequently
tions to create a micro-eosm of
takes a nostalgic look at the , comes off as a movie groping to
antl-establtshrnent : protest at
Vietnam war era through 'the eyes find a message, albeit somewhat
Harvard.. Because of this and the
of two reminiscent souls, Nick
unsuccessfully.
Incomplete depictions of the
(Jameson Parker). and Jessica
feelings and conflicts of the three
Eliot
Blake
('*
)
(Karen Allen). Nick and Jessica,
main characters the movie falls
you -see, have just happened to
short of bringing auf the human
It was a good Idea to try to
stumble into each other some ten
humanize the radicalism of the
element of the protests and sensationalizes the demonstrations. A
Small Circle o( Friends is in spite
of this, or maybe because of this,
nostalglc- vets of The Troubled

and

saw A Small CIrcle 01 FrlendI. A Ilick
abOut the sixties and other things.

Anthony Burt ( **, )

s:.

lid
Times will likely shed .a tear or
skip a pulse or tIM>watching the

,

Harvardstudents with big noses
subvert a WASP from the Windy
City and a Good- 01' Boy from
Texas during thoSe Krazy Kollege
Daze of the '605 In this' middle-'
class Liberal activist's version of
Animal House. --The small circleBrad Davis, who looks like a 40
year-old Tony Curtis; Karen Allen,
"a freckled Annette Funlcello; and
Peter Jameson, Jon Voight-have
lives that read like a syllabus of
the Viet Nam era, not like f1eshand-blood,
three-dimensional
characters. Balding, thickening,

*' )

an entertaining show. It Is fun to
watch if one doesn't try to place It
In Its historical context;
Barbara Jone-s(

*)

This week's feature takes ample ~
liberty with some historical facts
byattemptlng to depict the '60s In
a rather distorted fashion. Unfortunately, this setting, merely the
vehicle for a corny; trite lovestory
between _ three
Ivy.-Ieague
freshmen (people?), fails in any .
statement It endeavors to make
about the .war or human relationships.
There is more than'
adequate potential for a deep look
at character development, but
what we see are brief, disjointed
-glances at stereotypical psuedoradicals.
Even if you're into
sandwich sex, there's not much
ihere, either. (There's no filling.)

...

"

-"Wilson and Cain" to Play
Java Nite Music, sponsored by
the BSU Student Programs Board
(SPB), will feature "Wilson and
Gain" in the Boisean Lounge, in
the SUB, at 7:30pm on Thursday,
september 24. Admission is free
and fresh ground bean coffee,
provided by SAGA, is 10 cents a
cup.
"Wilson and Cain" will present
a diversified selection of vocals
and instrumental folk style music,
utilizing a variety of instruments.
Relying on original material and

The SPB Java Nite Music series will present Wilson and Cain, free Thursday Sept;·24, 7:30pm at the
SUB Bolsean Lounge with 10 cent Coffee from SAGA.
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night
, Odobell"
2-3-5 Single Feature

KBBK Window Stickers
frOi11 I(IEYSTONF.

from MANN 4-PLEX

Truffaut compassionately
relates
the true story of Victor Hugo's
YOWlger daugliter, Adelle. and "her
WU'(,'lluitedlove for a British lieuten
ant. Isabelle Adjani brilliantly conveys
tire obsessiveness of a woman whose
attention is fixed totally on one man.

In tho FIVE ".lilLIE PLAZA
SHOPiJING CENTER

-FREE-

~lCEprizes
CO~1fEd;;JJ'
mdu e:
movie pasece

OVERLANO
RO,

STARTS AT10:30p_m_

te;1f

gift certificates

f ."~
t.:

JAM

MANN 4 ~
10318

-. ~I.L
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SEPT. 26&27 AT MANN THeATRES,

Ij
[' -\

ANd

September'
, 25-26-28 Single Feature'

MANNTHEATRES~

IIIi

PIZZA&BOJANGLES

man, a woman, a murder
as only Lelouch
coulddoil.

THEATRES

l\
i '
r...~lI
l::t

Redford, Nicholson,
Streisand, De Niro
tn the same ad

ALL

creative arrangements and interpretalions of other music, Carter
Wilson and Allan Cain have been
pleasing Western Rocky audiences
for several years.
,
Nancy Fredrick, SPB Concerts
Chairperson, said she expects the
new Java Nite Music series to be
very successful.
Even greater
attendance is anticipated for this
week's performance than at the
first Java Nlte Music feature of
Chip Murray, - who sang to 'a
packed house,

Cat III MOOse
A most unortodox police inspector is
called in to investigate the mysterious
death of millionair-e
Jean-Pierre
Aumont.
This product of modem
French cinema combines a man, a
women and a murder for a new flare in
romantic mystery.
With a Tom. and Jerry
Cartoon
co-feature.

SEATS $2.50

YOURCKOK:E

Michele Morgan Serge Reggiani
----s.P.B. movies are shown each week - 3 times a week in the Student
Union Building Ada Lounge. Show times are Thursday at 3:00p.m., Friday
at 7:30 p.m., and Sunday at 6:00 p.m. Prices are:
Ai The Door
Students w/phoro 10:
Non S~dent:
$1.00 single feature
$2.00 single feature
$1.50 double feature
$2.50 double feature
Or one Ticket Booklet Ticket ;

mUANNTHEATRES~

ili'~~V~~N~R!:J

$AVE YOUR MIDNIGHT SHOW TICKET

STUB

FOR DISCOUNT

keySTONE piZZA

ON PIZZA

AT

The ticket booklet is available at the
S.U.B.lnfo Center or at the door of the
movie and has ten tickets-each good
for ten single or double features. •
More than one ~rson can share a
ticket booklet, and booklets are good '
throughout the fall semester.
The
The 5tqdent ProgramS Board is a1wa~
price.is 55.00 for, students with photo
ready -for _new members. If you're
10. SIO.OOfor non studef\ts.
interested, call 38~-3297.

-;<,;~

'. - Y;\~
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GARFIELDTM

By Ji.m Davis

YOU'RE LOOKING
A LITTLE. PUNY,
GARFIELP _

Calendar

T'HEN WHY

WHY170N'T
WE.
GO SE.e.-rHE
L.AI7Y
' VEl AGAIN?

CiON', WE
A5K,H~

LAt'Y'JET
OOTAGAIN?
THEN WHY
170N'T WE
GET SHOT
OUT OF THE
SADDLE.

,

AGAIN?

W.d~.sdQYr

Sept. 24':-'
'.
SPB Lecture, Victor Marchetti, "The
CIA and Ihe Cult or Intelligence,"
8pm, Ballroom, SUB
\',

Arbiter Issuo 114,on stands

Thursday r Sept. 25
SPBJova Nlte Music, Wllaon and Cain,
Bolsean· Lounge, SUB, 7:30pm, Ireel
Knife and Fork Club, Ballroom, SUB,
- 6pm·
,
Faculty
Senate,
3:10pm,
Senate
Chambers, SUB
SPB Film, "Story 01 Adelle H." 3pm,
Ada Lounge, SUB

Artists In the Schools conference, Nez
Perce Room, SUB, sam-scm
SPB Film, "Story
01 Adelle H."
7:30pm, Ada Lounge, SUB

Saturday r Sept. 21
Broncos vs. Montana State, Bozeman,
1:30pm
ArtlatsIn the Schools conlerence, Nez
Perce Room, SUB,,8am·5pm

SundaYr Sept. 28
Artists In the Schools oonlerenco, Nez
Perce Room, SUB, 8am·5pm
SPB Film, "Story of Adelle H." 6pm,
Ada Lounge, SUB

r

TOLD MY DATE
1 WAS A MARKErING

-RE5EARC~E.R FOR
/V\ORR\50tv

KI\)UDSEtJ.

THEN SI-IE FOUND MY
SAGA FOODS NAME-TAG ltJ
THE. GLOVE. CDMPARlMEkJT!

Monday
BAA Luncheon,

r

Sept. 29

Ballroom,

SUB

.Tuesday r S~pt. 30
Last day 01 the month

\VednesdQ)' Oct. 1
ArbllOr Issue NS, on stands
PAVDAVII 11111111III

55-11 you don't stop soaking your
bandana I'm going to run your lace thru
well soon, Love, LJ.

o wrlnger-get

MDM-'Hey, liave a good weekend.
Don't worry about me, I promise I'll bo
a good wile. LY-CRR
FEMALE HEALTH CLUB-For a Iree
physical call Or. McNearney. 345-8184.
Mary C.-Better
soon I-DB.

get over to see me,

Anno P.-We wish you 0 very Happy
Birthday. LOVD& Best WIshes, Dave,
CI/nt, Bryan,Vlckl,
Christina, corlne,
Sua, Eric, Chris, Jay, Charoltte, Cindy,
Kelly C., Christine,
Patty, George,
Ken, Tony, Cede, Tammy, Maureen,
Randy, Tronnle, Ed, Marilyn, 'sneuna,
Sandy, Patty P., Ann A., Liz, Pam &
Sue M.
W- Thanks lor being there-you saved a
lot 01 Innocent pencils.
,
.
Turkola RayeJe.

r

, D:sL LA limos Synd.

"lt's not the Crusades I mind, it's his souvenlrsl''
---

SSIlf\Illliliii"
ad
-

......... --------r--F-A-SH-IO-N-M-O-C-E-U-N-G-

- 6A

C

f& ~

WANTEC
Used Book:
Physical Geography:
Envlronf11Ol1l lind Mon by Kolers end
Nystuen. Call 345-6997.

'

FASHION MODELING
We are looking lor photogenic men &
women Interested
In doing lash Ion
photography
modeling lor Anthony'S
Department
Siore.
Contect Randy
Eckman Mon·Frl. 376-2941 lor Interview.

..
..

,-

..... ----....--A-CA-D-E-M-IC-R-ES-EA-R-C-H------,.,...-FOR--S-A-LE--~---,..,.-,;,..-'1

We are looking lor photogenic men &
women Interested
In. doing lash Ion
photography
m~ellng
lor Anthony's
department
store.
Contect Randy
Eckman
Man-Fri.,
376-2941
lor

All flBlde. Savo limo & Improve your
grades.
Send $1 lor calalog 01 over
12,000 teplc:l.
Authorll'
Rllsoorch,
Suite 600-A, 407 S. Doarb.:lm St.,
Chi"""" Ill. 60005; (312) 922-0300.
..........

Interview.
NEED A NEW CAR?
Enhance Marketing
Is currently
rOo
Clultlng Individuals
In this area to
market now products.
Commission,
'Bonus,
and lor a limited time to
Individuals whom qualify, A NlIWL_
ear. Nolnvostmenl,
no aaJosr\'lan will
-:all, send lor detlllis teday:
Enhancs
Marketing, J & 0 Caldwell, P.O. Box
310, Tuskegeo Inst., AL 36008.

NEED A NEW CAR?
Enhance Markellng Is currently
recruiting Individuals In Ihls area to
market new products.
Commission,
Bonus, and lor a limited time to
Individuals whom quallly, A Now Lease
Cer, No Investment, no salesman will
call, send lor details today; Enhance
Marketing, J & 0 Celdwell, P.O. Box
330, Tuskegee Inst. AL 36008.

Telescope, equatorial, reflector. 45-300
power.
Loaded
with acceesortes.
Excellent
oondilion.
$100
Cell
ooa-l687.
ACADEMIC RESEARCH
All Ileids. Save time & Improve your
grades.
Send $1 lor catalog - 01 over
12,000 topics.
Author's
Research,
S It "~A
407 S De bo
c:
u e uvv- ,
;
e.r rn _t.,
Chicago, III 60605. (312)922-0300.
SERVICES
Anthony's
entertainment'
and vocal
Instructlen.
Call 008-3003.
LOS
Is your burning bosom leellng reliable?
376-5885, 24-hr recording ..

DcclallSlI/ed Conto:ltGosh 0 Jeeporsl
Wo finally gol rId 01
Ihoso nasty old Mac Arthur books laal
wll:llc 110 Idldn'l havo to pul LSD In lho
water system 01 a major WClltem city
afler all. [II you musl know It wal Salt
Lake City.) AI you mlghl hove gueased
yours personally got stuck with gattlng
rid 01 lhe unused LSD which II why I
finIshed up the wtlOkond sitting naked
en lop 01 the Hell 01 MIrrors buildIng
trying 10 oal chocolato covered colIDn
and Bologna. Fortunatly I won', have
to resort to such antlca this week as I
em IlUre the prizes In tho doclassll/ed
III
I lO lho
n Illy
conlesl w go as r
n_you ca
Adelle Hugo. The I'OlIson lhey will go
rast la lhat lhe prize comllts 0111 Iroo
'lcket 10 tho aupor-doluxe, low millage,
great lor studenl SPB Movie The Story
01 Adelle H., a cl8$Sy
nol 10 bo
conrused with Imllotlons. All ono must
do 10 gel a freebie tlckoUs 10 present
themselves boron: our very charming
wcrelory Cethy and lell her lhe namo 01
one (1) novel wrltlen by Adelle Hugo'S
paPPy,Vlelor.
Only lour tickets lire
svallable so It's march or die mas
enlants.

film

